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Eggs Are Safe

T

Gail daMerOw

his summer half a billion industrially produced eggs were recalled
due to being tainted with salmonella. What in the world is going on?
Salmonella bacteria commonly live
in the intestines of humans and animals,
including chickens. Several strains of
salmonella survive in soil, water, and any
place else animal or human feces are found.
Strains that cause no symptoms in chickens
may make people sick, and vice versa.
When a creature eats something that’s
been contaminated with salmonella, the
bacteria may proliferate in the digestive
tract and cause a diarrheal disease called
salmonellosis. The number of bacteria that
must be swallowed to cause illness depends
on the bacteria’s strain, as well as the age
and health of the individual (human or
chicken) doing the swallowing.
Chickens that carry salmonella can
appear perfectly healthy, but may not
remain so if they come under heavy stress
due to such things as being overcrowded,
deprived of feed, treated with drugs, force
molted, or inhumanely transported. The
bacteria spread by contact with infected
chickens; by means of contaminated dropdrop

pings in litter, drinking water, and damp
soil around waterers; mechanically by
flies, rodents, wild birds, used equipment,
shoes, truck tires, and the like. Salmonella
may also be present in poultry rations containing contaminated meat by-products.
Hold that thought.
Back in the old days, salmonella typically contaminated an egg when chicken
poop got on the shell. Either the bacteria
penetrated the shell and multiplied within
the egg, or it fell off the shell into the cooking bowl when the egg was cracked open.
Prevention was simple: keep nests clean
and throw away eggs laid on the floor or
otherwise covered with chicken poop.
Somewhere along the line, industrialized layer strains got their ovaries contaminated by salmonella bacteria. So these days
the likely cause of contamination from an
industrially produced egg is that the yolk
got infected as the egg was being formed
inside the body of an infected hen. Why or
how this came about, no one knows (or isn’t
saying). But let’s look at some facts.
Industrialized hens are typically overcrowded and overstressed, leading to reduced resistance to disease. Most backyard
hens are maintained in a cleaner environment, are handled gently, and in general

Safe Egg Handling

A

lisa Jansen Mathews

t the center of safe egg handling is the natural protective coating on an egg, called
the cuticle or bloom. It’s a water soluble, proteinous barrier that fills the thousands
of microscopic pores in an egg’s shell. Without the cuticle, bacteria would get into the
egg through the pores and moisture would evaporate from within the egg. So the answer
to safe and fresh egg handling seems simple: Protect the cuticle and it will protect you.
Start by keeping nests scrupulously clean. Remove manure from the nest boxes when
the henhouse is opened in the early morning to reduce the need for cleaning eggs. Use a
nesting material that lends to easy manure removal. I find pine shavings easier than straw.
All I need is a gloved hand and small bucket for daily manure removal. I also recommend
raking the top of floor litter since clean chicken feet preserve a clean nest.
Furthermore, do not overpopulate your henhouse or nest boxes. Provide at least one
nest box for every four hens.
No matter how clean you keep the coop and nests, some eggs will get soiled. A small
amount of moist manure may be removed with a paper towel. If the manure is dry, use a
fine grit sandpaper or a brush; the cleaned egg will stay safe and fresh for weeks. Water
is not always necessary, and will certainly remove the bloom. If you have to clean a shell
with water, use the egg immediately. A severely soiled egg should be discarded (and
measures taken to avoid more of the same in the future). When in doubt, heating an egg
or egg dish to 160 degrees Fahrenheit will eliminate all possibility of danger.
Adapted from “A Clean Egg is a Safe Egg,” April/May, 2008 Backyard Poultry
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live relatively stress-free lives, helping
them more readily resist disease.
Industrially produced eggs are packaged and repackaged by different distributors so they may be sold under different
brand names. All this handling, travel, and
the possibility of inconsistent refrigeration
gives any salmonella that might be present in an egg plenty of time to proliferate. Backyard eggs typically go directly
from a clean nest into the frying pan or
the fridge. When you produce your own
food, you have an incentive to make sure
it’s handled safely.
A few moments ago I mentioned that
salmonella may be spread in rations containing contaminated meat by-products.
Well, as this issue of Backyard Poultry
goes to press, the United States Food and
Drug Administration is investigating the
likelihood that the massive egg recall was
caused by contaminated rations fed to the
layers in question.
A Backyard Poultry reader recently
asked me why I use layer ration containing
no animal by-products, when I have stated
many times that chickens are not vegetarians
and therefore require animal protein in their
diet. The reason is simply that I don't trust
animal protein sources used in any commercial ration. I feed an all-vegetable based
ration because my chickens roam pasture and
orchard and get plenty of animal protein by
eating lots of bugs, worms, and other small
protein-laden critters. Chicken keepers whose
flocks lack foraging opportunities must either
provide animal protein in some form (such as
purposely raising worms or grubs) or feed a
ration containing animal protein.
So, can backyard hens carry salmonella? Certainly.
Are eggs from backyard hens likely to
make you sick? Probably not, for all the
above reasons and one more: Unless you
acquired your chickens yesterday, your
daily exposure to the microbes they carry
has allowed you to develop an immunity
of sorts. Compared to someone who never
sees a chicken, you are therefore less
likely to be affected by inadvertently swallowing the occasional bacteria.
Gail Damerow is the author of Storey’s
Guide to Raising Chickens, The Chicken
Health Handbook, Draft Horses and Mules,
Fences for Pasture and Garden, The Perfect
Pumpkin, Your Goats, and Your Chickens.
She is a regular contributor to Backyard
Poultry magazine and former editor of
Rural Heritage magazine.
Gail and her husband operate a family farm in Tennessee where they raise
chickens, guinea fowl, turkeys, rabbits,
and dairy goats.
Backyard Poultry
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Letters:

Do you have something
to crow about?
We want to hear from you. Send questions, comments,
opinions, advice, coming events, etc. to:
Backyard Poultry Editor, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI
54451 or e-mail: byp@tds.net

Online Poultry Course

I’ll be offering a new online course
through the website of Post Peak Living
called “Chickens 101: The Sustainable
Homestead Poultry Flock,” an introduction to keeping a productive flock
of chickens. Overall themes of the
presentation will be those that shape
my articles in Backyard Poultry: the
backyard flock as a key component of
the home food production enterprise;
ways to utilize the flock for the work of
tillage, insect control, making compost;
and strategies to provide more natural
feeds for the flock, produced on the
home place.
Though designed for the beginner, the
presentation will be two hours long, so I
expect even experienced “flocksters” will
benefit from its wide-ranging focus.
The course will conclude with a
question and answer period in which
participants can ask me what’s on their
minds about keeping chickens. I hope
participants find it not only information
dense but fun as well.
The course will take place online Saturday, October 2, 2010 at 10:00 a.m. EST.
Cost is $29. Readers can enter “BACKYARDPOULTRY” as the discount code
for 10% savings.
Participants need an Internet connection and a good long distance plan. The
course description and registration page
is at http://www.postpeakliving.com/
chickens-101.
Harvey Ussery, Virginia
www.themodernhomestead.us

may look to a chicken like worms, and
if eaten could cause impaction; which is
why I prefer more durable wire. Plastic
survey tape degrades even more readily,
eventually resulting in shreds of plastic
pollution all over the yard.
My smaller yard is crisscrossed with
wires strung 7' off the ground, and from
these wires are hung old CDs that twirl
and flash in the slightest breeze. When
they catch sunlight, or the beam of the
nighttime security light, they twinkle
like so many diamonds. Where CDs and
DVDs are in short supply, a better choice
than survey tape might be strips of fabric.
They would eventually rot and need to be
replaced, but so too do disks eventually
crack, break away, and occasionally need
to be replaced.
Gail Damerow

Magazine & Advertisers Offer
Answers to Poultry Problems

I wanted to thank you for your magazine. I have learned all sorts of things that
have helped make my chickens healthier

and happier. Through your advertisements I have become connected with the
Randall Burkey Company and was able
to get some treat balls. I am purchasing
other things from them that I can’t find
locally. I have also ordered two Grandpa
Feeders and my chicks love their feeders.
I appreciate the fact that these feeders
have cut my rodent population down by
about 95%. Then I got connected with
Holistic Horse. I am now buying their
dewormer and poultry guard and it has
resolved the health issues I was having
with my flock. I have even ordered chicks
from Cackle Hatchery. They are doing
very well.
Thank you on behalf of my chicks
and myself, this magazine has saved my
chicks and myself from many frustrating
problems. I save each issue so that I can
do research when I need the information.
I look forward to every issue.
Janice Morris, Missouri
I have been getting the Backyard
Poultry magazine for some time and

Fish Line & Survey Tape
Degrade Over Time

In regards to the helpful hint in the
Aug./Sept. issue of Backyard Poultry recommending fish line and survey tape over
the chicken yard (page 8). Exposed to
heat and sunlight, fish line degrades over
time, weakens, and breaks. The pieces
8

The Knights’ clever use of trees and tarps are a great way to offer shade to help keep
the birds cool.
Backyard Poultry

The Knights used tin to build their shed,
not realizing how hot that material could
get. To compensate, they added windows
and a box fan to keep air circulating.

have really learned an abundance of
information about raising chickens. I
take my eggs to work to sell and have no
problem getting rid of them. Sometimes
people will ask me a question and I feel
good that I can answer them and it is all
due to your magazine. One question was:
When you break an egg why is there a
bit of blood visible? I read the article on
the egg process and was able to give the
answer.
One thing I found very interesting
was the heat stress chart. I had no idea
temperature and humidity played such
an important role in my birds’ health.
When we built the coop we used tin my
husband had laying around our property.
We didn’t really think about the heat the
tin could draw in until the coop was built,
so ventilation became the focus.
We had an old camper and used the
windows from it. We put a set of windows on the east and west side. They
are adjustable so it helps against the
winter winds as well as letting in light to
encourage laying. Attached to the coop
is a 12 x 40 foot enclosed run. We used
trampoline parts for the top and one inch
chicken wire.
We are going to enlarge the run due
to an increase in my flock and will be
pouring concrete around the fence line to
prevent unwanted visitors from digging
in. My husband recently made an opening at the bottom of the coop for more
ventilation and I placed a box fan on the
outside, which really helped. I keep two
waterers in the run and one inside the
coop. I started putting apple cider vinegar
in the waterers as well.
We keep the chickens cooped in
when we aren’t home, otherwise they
have three acres to roam. I keep the nesting boxes dusted and spray the hens with
premethrin as recommended. I am in the
process of putting together a dust bath
October/November, 2010

to put inside the run. I read about using
a kiddie pool and the mixture of diatomaceous earth, sand and ashes. I know
how important it is for them to dust.
Chickens get bored and can be brutal
to one another. I have 15 hens I bought
at the local feed store in May, 2009 and
then I bought 18 more in March, 2010.
I have a variety of breeds and I am really looking forward to the dark brown
eggs from my Marans and Welsummers.
My flock stays happy and healthy and
it is all due to your magazine and all of
its information. I hope you enjoy the
pictures. Loving my chickens!
Caroline Knight, Texas

It is always very satisfying to hear
that Backyard Poultry is providing the
content that readers can use in every
aspect of poultry-keeping. Obviously, that
is our goal for every issue.
We encourage readers to seek additional assistance and products from our
advertisers. It benefits everyone when we
work together.—Ed.

Leg Problems in Turkeys

Regarding the question/answer on
page 30 of the Aug./Sept., 2010 issue: As
distasteful as it may be when it comes to
leg problems with any poultry we raise,
the only method we use is to cull them. I

Hatch your own chicks
Easy to use. Affordable.
Quality incubators since 1978
Full line of incubators and brooders
with a two-year warranty
Toll free
888-667-7009 or
321-267-7009 for
FREE color catalog

www.brinsea.com

Se habla
español

The Incubation Specialists
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Kencove electric netting

• Semi-rigid vertical stays reduce sagging
• 3.5” spacing for optimum security
• Superior protection from predators
• Built-in step-in posts for easy installation

e
FrePing
P
shi
Kencove
Portable
chargers
• Power adjustment knob
• Voltage indicator light
• Easy-to-carry handle
• Battery operated, optional
solar panel

Free Fence guide / catalog
800-536-2683
www.kencove.com

Hands-free chicken picker gets
‘em spankin’ clean in 20 seconds!

Features:
• Tough, UV-stabilized, food-grade, plastic
tub and housing
• 1 HP motor, 10:1 speed reducer
• Spray ring to wash feathers away
• Feather chute for tidy work area

ONLY $975!
Ask about the “Set-Up Special”
“Scalder, cones, & other equipment available”

www.featherman.net

PO Box 62, Jamesport, MO 64648
660/684-6035 email to:info@featherman.net

believe that curing or fixing the weak
or infirm only weakens the flock as a
whole. Since we have adopted the “only
the strong survive” method we now have
almost zero leg problems. Many people
dispute that it is a hereditary problem but from what I have seen within
our own flocks by culling, the problem
can be just about eliminated.
Steve Ashman
www.sandspoultry.com
To learn more on culling for flock
health, see “Culling for Breed Diversity: Why Breed? Why Cull?” by Don
Schrider, page 54.—Ed.

Hens Told “Either Eggs
or Meat”

My daughter, Jocelin, took this photo
of my wife, Carol, who told the chicken,
“An egg a day keeps the butcher away.”
When we first got the chickens a
couple years of ago, they had not started
laying eggs, so I told her “either eggs
or meat.” The next day, the hens started
laying eggs. No kidding—we were surprised ourselves, to say the least. I think
these birds understand English. We have
enjoyed them—and their eggs—over the
past several years, and enjoy the vast difference in the taste of the eggs compared to
store-bought eggs. We just received a new
flock to continue the tradition.
Meanwhile, I have found Backyard
Poultry magazine very insightful and
enjoyable to read each time I receive it.
Thank you for a fine publication.
Terry Boutet, Ohio

When Carol Boutet told her pullets, “An
egg a day keeps the butcher away,” the
birds started laying the very next day.
The Boutets are pretty sure the birds
understand the English language.
10
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“Dress” your
birds!
are chickens,
ducks, geese
or turkeys.
Plucks in just 30 seconds!
Easy Cleanup - No messy drums with
sticky feathers to clean out.

Visit us online at:

www.schweisswelding.com
PO Box 477 • Fairfax, MN 55332
507-426-7828 • 507-828-0261

Article Brought Pleasure
to Many Readers

I just received my first issue of Backyard Poultry and the first article I read
was "Something More to Brood About"
(Aug./Sept., 2010, page 67) by the “90
years young” Mary Myers! It was just
delightful—so well-written and humorous. I loved it and can only say, long live
Stew and Fricassee!
I’m sure I’ll continue to enjoy reading this magazine cover to cover each
issue!
Kerry Davis, California
Mary Myers models her t-shirt and
magazine after Backyard Poulty surprised
her by publishing her article “Fowl
Play,” sent to us by her daughter, Carol
Cacchione.

I wanted to follow up with you about
the story my mother, Mary Myers, contributed to Backyard Poultry and which
was published in the Aug./Sept., 2010
issue. She was so tickled to receive
her t-shirt and complimentary issues!
She put the t-shirt right on and it fits
perfectly. She wears it with pride. She
also sat right down and read the entire
issue, cover to cover, and proclaimed
it to be chock-full of useful and timely
information for us backyard chicken
farmers and enthusiasts. I’ve enclosed
a picture my sister took of Mom with
your magazine. Again, thanks for publishing her story. She couldn’t be more
pleased.
Carol Cacchione
Carol is Mary Myers’ daughter. She
sent the article to us without Mary’s
knowledge so, needless to say, Mary was
pretty surprised when we sent her several
copies of the magazine and a t-shirt.
Send your stories, questions, concerns and photos to Backyard Poultry,
Attn: Elaine, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford,
WI 54451 or e-mail byp@tds.net.
For the quickest reply to any inquiry,
be sure to include the following contact
information with every communication:
name, complete mailing address, phone
number (including area code) and e-mail,
if you have one. Your inquiry can often
be answered by phone in a more timely
fashion than any other method.
You can purchase a t-shirt like Mary
is wearing on page 67.—Ed.
12
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“Coop DeVilla”

My Recycled Trailer
Bill Grabill refurbished an old Travel trailer into a chicken coop, setting it up for easy exterior access to the nest boxes, cleaning
door, food and waterers.

I

Bill GraBill
virGinia

’d like to share my adventures that culminated in the ultimate recycling and operational efficiencies of my chicken coop creation. About a year ago I came across an
old 18-foot, one-door travel trailer and over the course of a few months renovated
it into a chicken coop with a fenced yard and opening to pasture for my then, 16 hens.
By using a trailer it’s so easy to relocate it every two weeks so that the hens still have
new grass frequently when not out pasturing.
I love engineering projects and though this “coop” accomplished my initial attempt
in providing roosting, laying boxes, an outdoor yard, and the convenience of releasing
my hens to open pasture every day, I remained unsettled in that I hadn’t quite accomplished creating the ultimate in nearly labor-free maintenance and care of my hens—I
needed to take another shot at it and I needed a larger coop, as soon I had another 20
hens coming from my daughter Karen!
My thoughts known among my friends, a buddy Kevin said he had an old 28Constructing the run from PVC pipe
makes it easy to move the entire set-up
around, offering fresh grass for the birds
when they begin to wear down the old.

Once the coop project was completed, Bill built a dustbath,
which he says is the hens’ favorite spot when let out to range. He
used old railroad ties, pallets, and corrugated metal for the roof,
offering a nice shaded spot for the birds. The bathing materials
are a mixture of sifted top soil, wood stove ashes, and sand.
October/November, 2010
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foot, two-door travel trailer down at his
place he’d give me. We pulled it out of
the woods and boy did I have my work
cut out for me! My cousin Franklin and
son Moose helped me gut the trailer. We
put in a new floor, built the roost, laying
boxes, and got the A/C going. I hand
painted the exterior—well, let’s just say
we just fluffed it up real good.
Then the self-acquired engineer in me
kicked in and there was no stopping me!
I designed all of the food, watering, egg
gathering, and nest and manure cleaning
features of the coop for exterior access
convenience—with no need to go inside
except for major needs. I mounted the
feeders and water container on the doors.
I cut accesses and installed hinged doors
on the end for cleaning and replacing
the floor’s straw and also on the side for
gathering eggs from the nests. My granddaughter Ella loves to gather the eggs.
I constructed the yard from PVC pipe,
wire fencing, and topped it with netting. I
used the trailer’s former cabinet doors for
the yards’ manual doors. I then constructed
a dustbathing house for my girls using old
ties, pallets, and a piece of corrugated metal
for the roof, then filled it with a mixture of
sifted top soil, wood stove ashes, and sand.
My hens love the shade of the bath house
and run to it first thing when I let them out
around 3:00 p.m. to pasture until they return
to the coop on their own at dusk.
My hens are now permanent residents
of “Coop DeVilla” and I’ve wondered
how it can get any better than this. Well,
perhaps one more improvement—I’m just
waiting for the price of those electronic
doors to come down a little.

The back side of the coop shows the nest box access. Below: Large eyehooks were
added to hold the nest box doors up while gathering eggs, making it easy for Bill’s
granddaughter, Ella, to gather the eggs.

Free-choice oyster
shells are offered to the
hens via this “baby pig
feeder.”

By placing the roosts above the cleaning door, Bill is able
to do basic cleaning from the outside, only having to enter
the coop for major cleaning tasks.

An interior view of the nest boxes.
14
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GOT CHICKENS?

Rodents and birds eating their food?
Tied down to daily feeding?

GRANDPA’S

Automatic poultry feeder

POULTRY FEEDERS

...are made to save you time
and money by eliminating the
need for daily feeding and
stopping the signiﬁcant
amount of food lost to rats,
mice and wild birds. These are
the ideal feeders for
1-50 chickens, allowing you
to enjoy the goodness of
your own farm fresh eggs
without attracting pests and
their associated diseases.
GRANDPA’S FEEDERS,
developed and sold in New
Zealand and Australia for
over 14 years have become
hugely popular and are now
considered standard equipment
for keeping poultry.

✔Feeder lid opens when chicken
stands on platform

✔Strongly constructed with
galvanized steel

✔Water proof

For happier, healthier more productive chickens contact:
www.grandpasfeeders.com
Tel: 1 (866) 411-3702
E-mail: sales@grandpasfeeders.com
Grandpa's Feeders, 375B Green Valley Rd, Grifﬁn, GA 30224

randpaFeeder4.5x4.5.indd 1

Standard
Sta
St
nda
d rd
d hold
h
holds
lds 20lb
20lb
$195 plus S&H
Large holds 40lb
$275 plus S&H

Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Back!

1/18/10 9:44:47 AM

Above: The trailer doors hold a
waterer and feeder, again giving Bill
easy access to complete the tasks from
outside.
Below: The chicken door leading to the
run.

October/November, 2010
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SPPA News:

Culling to the Standard
Dr. Charles R.H. Everett
SPPA Secretary/Treasurer

M

y good friend Monte Bowen
from Plevna, Kansas is always
stressing the need to “breed to
the Standard.” Of course, this is absolutely
the case. When making up breeding pens
you should never pair birds with similar
faults. The basic rule of thumb is to breed
best to best. However, in order to adequately
“breed to the Standard” the breeder should
begin with culling to the Standard.
Culling to the Standard uses the technique put forth more than 50 years ago
by long time breeder Ralph Sturgeon. Mr.
Sturgeon said, “Start where you are with
what you have.” The technique is simple
to follow but takes time and patience.
Here are the basic guidelines to keep in
mind when culling.
1. Never cull too early. The Standard
was written with mature birds in mind.
Of course, you can cull for obvious faults
early like duck-footed or cross beaked.

But, keep in mind that a bird will molt
several times before they receive their
adult plumage.
2. Type comes before color. Type
defines the breed; whereas, color defines
the variety. Always build the barn before
you paint it!
3. Just because a particular bird would
not do well in a show doesn’t necessarily mean it would not make an excellent
breeder bird. However, be careful not
to breed to birds with the same fault
because if you do you will set that trait
in your line.
4. There are actually several ways to
cull. Of course, the most obvious is to kill
that particular bird. However, if the bird is
a pullet you might keep her for the eggs
she lays, but never breed her. Another
method is to give or sell the cull birds
to someone who is interested in having
a few chickens around but has no desire
to show or breed them.
5. Learn the difference between “defect” and “disqualification.” Birds with

defects may be keepers, particularly if
you are dealing with birds that are difficult to come by. On the other hand, birds
with disqualifications should never be
used in the breeding pen.
6. Cull all birds with severe medical
problems. You can build a strong strain
by breeding from birds which are healthy
and vigorous. If you medicate sick birds
you are more than likely breeding that
weakness into your strain.
7. Cull all manfighters! Unfortunately, this selective pressure has largely
been ignored in meat and egg breeds.
Only cockers have consistently culled
manfighters. Consequently, they seldom
appear in the Game breeds.
Culling to the Standard will help you
to more quickly get your stock up to the
place where you would like to see them.
You do the poultry fancy no favors by not
culling! As a matter of fact, if you cannot
cull, you need another hobby!
Learn more about culling for breed
improvement on page 54.
Help protect and preserve historic and
rare breeds of poultry by joining the SPPA.
Send dues of $15 to Dr. Charles Everett,
1057 Nick Watts Rd., Lugoff, SC 29078 or
online at http://poultrybookstore.com.

“ My birds are my pals.
I keep a watchful eye over
each one, and follow disease
prevention practices.”

Recognizing the warning
signs of infectious poultry
diseases such as avian
influenza (bird flu) can
help protect your birds.

United States Department of Agriculture
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

Be sure to follow simple
hygiene steps such as
keeping cages and
equipment clean and not
sharing supplies with
other poultry owners.

2011

Healthy flocks rock!
United States Department of Agriculture
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

Backyard Biosecurity: Keeping Your Birds Healthy
Bioseguridad en el corral: cómo mantener a sus aves sanas

FREE calendar filled with useful information: http://healthybirds.aphis.usda.gov
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Set a Spell
With the My Pet
Chicken Family
Flock Counselor

M

y Pet Chicken’s “Chicken Chick”
provides information and advice for
families and individuals just starting with
the hobby of chicken keeping.
Have a question for the Chicken
Chick? Send your questions to us at:
Backyard Poultry, Attn: Dear Chicken
Chick, 145 Industrial Dr, Medford, WI
54451 or e-mail to byp@tds.net. We will
try to include your question in an upcoming issue. See My Pet Chicken’s ad on the
back cover of this issue—Ed.

IsMedicatedFeedSafe
for Consumption?

Wow—four months is quite young for
most breeds to begin laying! Congratulations on your first egg. (We know how
exciting that is).
Medicated feed usually contains
Amprollium, which is a coccidiostat,
and it can be communicated through the
eggs. Unfortunately, it is probably best
not to eat these first eggs for this reason.
What is communicated in the eggs is
probably miniscule, but to be safe, it’s
just not a good idea. However, I can certainly understand why you were caught
off guard with your first egg coming so
early! Some breeds tend to begin laying
early—Fayoumis can lay at four months
old—while other breeds don’t begin until
six or seven months… or even longer.
Regarding what feed to use, you will
probably want to switch them to a differ-

ent feed, perhaps a grower or developer.
If all your birds are laying or right at
the point of lay, you can switch them to
layer; it will have the calcium they need.
However, if you have a mixed flock with
few early layers—say, three Fayoumis
and the rest Brahmas who won’t begin
laying for several more months—you
will want to compromise with a switch
to a non-medicated grower or developer
until the bulk of your flock is mature
and laying.
Since grower/developer feed is
unmedicated—check your brand, of
course, to make sure—the eggs your hens
lay while eating this feed can be eaten.
Grower/developer doesn’t have all the
calcium in layer feed, so will not cause
problems with too much calcium being
consumed by growing birds who are not
using it to produce egg shells. For your
layers, though, you will want to make
sure you are also offering oyster shell free
choice in case they need the supplementation for producing good, hard egg shells.
Using grower/developer and offering free
choice oyster shell is a good compromise
that will meet the needs of chickens who
are at different levels of maturity and with
different nutritional needs.

STO MILL
E
D

OR

ING

MO

Dear Chicken Chick,
My chickens are about four months

old and one has just laid her first egg.
We’re excited, but they are still on the
medicated feed—we weren’t expecting
eggs so soon. Should the eggs they lay
while on the medicated feed not be consumed by humans?
Also, should I start them on layer feed
now that one has laid an egg? They’re not
all laying, so I don’t know what to do!

GANIC FEED

Certified Organic Feed & Supplements
Happy
appy birds start with healthy feed We ship anywhere!
and supplements.
Get your personalized quote today at
Modesto Milling sells certified organic feeds, www.modestomilling.com/bpmag.html
minerals and supplements that promote the or 800-897-9740.
well-being of your prized feathered friends.
Our unique formulations have evolved over
decades to meet the dietary and energy
needs of birds during the various stages of
their lives.
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P U R I N A L Ay e N A®
Get the most from your flock with
Purina & Layena Sunfresh® Recipe.

D U M O R®
Save money
with our
exclusive
line of high
quality feed,
treats and
supplements.

cOws , g OAts ,
c h I c k e N s A N D A L PAc A s

A L L E AT I N G
LIke hORses.
M A N N A P R O®
Livestock supplies
you know and trust.
FeeD tO ReIN IN ALL theIR APPetItes.

PURINA
F LO c k
B L O c k®
AT TSC, WE have the feed

alpacas or some hungry horses,

and the brands you and your

you can get just what they

livestock prefer – from Purina®,

need, along with the bushels

Nutrena®, Manna Pro® and

of the helpful service and

DuMor®. So whether you are

advice that the Tractor Supply

feeding cows, goats, chickens,

Company is famous for.

The perfect
supplement to
your free range
or backyard
flock.

PURINA FeeD

F O R

L I F E

O U T

H E R E

For more info and to locate a store near you call 1-877-718-6750
or visit us online at

tractorsupply.com/feed.

Shop TSC for the most popular
livestock and equine feed from Purina.
©2010 Tractor Supply Company.
All Rights Reserved.

Coming Events:

If you have a poultry-related event, send details 60 days in advance and
we’ll include it in this listing. Send to: Coming Events, Backyard Poultry
145 Industrial Dr. Medford, WI 54451 or e-mail:byp@tds. net
For additional show listings, see http://poultrybookstore.com/

Online Poultry Course
Chickens 101: The Sustainable
Homestead Poultry Flock
October 2, 2010
10:00 a.m. EST
Join Backyard Poultry contributor Harvey Ussery for a new online course through
the website of Post Peak Living called
“Chickens 101: The Sustainable Homestead
Poultry Flock,” an introduction to keeping a
productive flock of chickens. The presentation will stress aspects of poultry husbandry
familiar to readers of Harvey's articles: the
backyard flock as partner in the home food
production enterprise; ways to utilize the
flock for the work of tillage, insect control,
making compost; and strategies to provide
more natural feeds for the flock, produced
on the home place.
Though designed for the beginner, the
presentation will be two hours long, and
experienced poultry keepers should benefit
from its wide-ranging focus as well.
The session will conclude with a period
in which participants can ask their own questions about keeping chickens.

The course will take place online Saturday, October 2, 2010 at 10:00 a.m. EST.
Cost is $29. Use “BACKYARDPOULTRY” as
the discount code for 10% savings.
Participants need an Internet connection
and a good long distance plan. Course description and registration are at http://www.
postpeakliving.com/chickens-101.
Grandpa Tiny’s Frankenmuth Fowl Fest
October 9-10, 2010
Kern Pavilion
Frankenmuth, Michigan
Michigan Poultry Fanciers is presenting its 90th annual poultry show. Grandpa
Tiny’s Farm is our title sponsor and they get
top billing for their generous support, so we
call our show “Grandpa Tiny’s Frankenmuth
Fowl Fest.”
Frankenmuth’s Kern Pavilion is the
place and October 9th and 10th are the
dates. The pavilion is barrier free and we
keep the event family friendly. This is a
two-day show for all exhibitors with early
coop-in from 4 p.m – 10 p.m. on Friday
and coop-out by 11 a.m. on Sunday.

op
Co ters
a
He

Chicken Coop Heating Solutions
Pet Chicken Products
Solar Water Bowls
Get Ready for Winter now!
www.shopthecoop.com
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The public is invited on Saturday, from 7
a.m. – 7 p.m.
We’ll host several national meets. Our
judges are Jim Adkins, Richard Hickman,
Gary Overton and Michael Wasylkowski.
Besides the main event—our open show
competition—we offer special awards for
junior exhibitors, a great sale area of poultry,
a bird auction, the best raffle/silent auction
of any show and showmanship competition
for juniors. Victor with Twin Cities Poultry
Supplies and Dale with Keipper Cooping will
be set up at the Fowl Fest again this year.
This will give everyone attending the show
a chance to not only purchase the poultry
supplies and cooping they need, but save on
shipping costs by ordering in advance and
picking up the items at the show.
Start making plans now to attend. All
the details are on our webite, including a
schedule of events, entry form, lodging
information, and much more. See www.
fowlfest.org.
Grandpa Tiny’s Frankenmuth Fowl Fest
is not the biggest show in the Midwest…
just the best!
Central Indiana Poultry Show
October 16, 2010
Boone County 4-H Fairgrounds
Lebanon, Indiana
Join us for the 4th Annual Central Indiana Poultry Show. Coop in: Friday, October
15, 2010 - 2:00 pm to 10:00 p.m. and Saturday, October 16, 2010 - 6:30 a.m. Show
starts at 9:00 a.m.
Judges for Open Show: Jeff Halbach,
Paul Montieth, and Gary Overton; Junior
Show judges are Greg Chamness, Lou
Horton, and Brad Jones. For more information, show catalog, forms, etc., visit http://
poultryshow.org or contact Doug Akers at
dakers@purdue.edu; 765-482-7182, or see
ad on page 15.
HERITAGE POULTRY
Intensive Workshops
2010 Locations
Saturday, October 16
San Luis Obispo, California
Friday, December 3
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
2011 Locations
Friday, March 4
Asheville, North Carolina
Friday, April 1
Great Falls, Montana
We are excited to provide this advanced
teaching for those who are raising standard
bred poultry for sustainable farming, marketing, exhibition and preservation. During this
day-long intensive workshop you will learn
how to properly identify heritage poultry
breeds; how to select for meat qualities and
rate of growth; how to select for egg production; how to select your ongoing breeding
stock; and learn the basics of genetics and
breeding. All this will be done on a model
farm and will include live breeds of standardbred poultry.
One of the highlights of the day will be

Backyard Poultry

the lunch that will include the cooking of
heritage poultry. These intensive “on farm”
workshops are being hosted by Calpoly’s
Sustainable Agriculture Research Consortium, Central Coast Heritage Poultry
Growers, Carolina Farm Stewardship Association, Organic Growers School and
the Montana Poultry Growers Cooperative.
They will be taught by Sustainable Poultry
Specialist, Jim Adkins and other qualified
instructors.
For more information contact the Center for Poultry. Call 209-890-5326 or email
centre4poultry@aol.com.
Rocky Mountain Feather Fanciers 31st
Annual Fall Poultry Show & 9th Annual
Futurity Show
October 23, 2010
Adams County Fairgrounds
Brighton, Colorado
Two Standard Poultry shows plus a
Junior show and Junior Showmanship
Contest. APA meets, ABA meets, IWBA
meets and many other breed club meets. To
request a catalog send an email to featherfanciers@yahoo.com; or call Brenda Strong
at 303-204-6191.
Sussex County Poultry
Fanciers Fall Show
Saturday, October 23, 2010
Sussex County Fairgrounds
Augusta, New Jersey
We invite everyone to our Fall Show
on Saturday, October 23, 2010 at the

Sussex County Fairground, Augusta,
New Jersey. We have a beautiful show
hall with wonderful lighting, a great barn
next door for our sale area, and some
great food, too. We have some meets
scheduled, with others pending. We will
be having our famous Chinese Auction
once again. We welcome all juniors to
come and show with us. We will be having pigeons in the open show and in the
Junior show.
If you would like to receive a show
catalog, contact Karen Unrath, fancybantams@embarqmail.com or call
973-300-1820.
Drew County 4-H Poultry and
Livestock Swap
Saturday, October 23, 2010
Drew County Fairgrounds
Monticello, Arkansas
Mark your calendars now for the First
Drew County 4-H Poultry and Livestock
Swap. Swap begins at 8:00 a.m. Cost will
be $5 per seller, buyers enter at no charge.
Silent auction/Raffle to be held.
All poultry and animals must abide
by the Arkansas Livestock and Poultry
Commission rules and regulations. More
details will be posted on the thread
below as they become available or
contact: Jim A. Hall at 870-723-3724
or visit our forum: http://www.backyardchickens.com/forum/view topic.

php?pid=4688927#p4688927.

Maryland State Poultry Fanciers
Annual Fall Show
November 6-7, 2010
Frederick Fairgrounds
Frederick, Maryland
Reserve November 6th & 7th for the
Maryland State Poultry Fanciers Association’s annual fall show at the Frederick Fairgrounds in Frederick, Maryland. It’s going to
be an exciting show! We typically get over
1,000 entries drawing from Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, Delaware,
North Carolina and of course, Maryland. The
honorable judges are Tim Bowles from Ohio,
Frank Harris of Virginia, and Tom Topper of
Pennsylvania. Come on out and see how
your birds compare to other breeders!
In addition to the open and junior classes,
we will also have an egg show this year.
Eggs will be judged on exterior traits only:
uniformity, color, shape, shell, texture, and
condition. It’s a shame we don’t see more egg
shows at poultry shows. After all, you can’t
have chickens without having eggs! There
will also be spaces outside for selling birds
and sale cages inside the building for lease.
Don’t forget both your sale birds and show
birds need to be tested prior to the show.
The Fine Feathered Friends of Carroll
County will be at the show serving breakfast,
lunch and dinner each day. Their homemade
desserts are the best! We will have several
vendors selling a full variety of poultry supplies. There are a number of reasonable
hotels nearby for lodging.
For more information or a catalog con-

Fresh Eggs
From Your Own
Backyard!
The best breakfast is right
outside your back door –
with fresh eggs from your very own
Chicken Coop, from Backyard Pet Structures.
Fun, easy and educational, raising chickens
with your family is a great way to enjoy fresh
eggs while you make memories and save
money, too.

Check out our coop options at:

www.backyardpetstructures.com
www.backyardpetstructures.com
October/November, 2010
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tact Kay St. Amour, our esteemed Show
Secretary. We would not be able to do the
show without her! She can be reached at
cochinlady@verizon.net or 410-836-3753.

Freedom Ranger
Color Chicks

~

~

Freedom Rangers
are specially
suited for full
pasturing, free
range, organic
certified,
backyard, etc.

To order Freedom Rangers, call
Kendall at 717-336-4878 or visit
www.freedomrangerhatchery.com
Guineas are fast growing, suitable for
backyard growers who
want to control ticks
and for those who
would want to use them
as a meat bird.

The muscovy is fast growing and a
great range duck with a lean meat that is
desired by many resturants.

To order Muscovy ducklings call
Stephen at 717-669-0245

Call or visit us online.

J.M. Hatchery

178 Lowry Road
New Holland, PA 17557

717-354-5950
www.jmhatchery.com
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2010 ALBC Annual Conference and
Members’ Meeting
November 11 – 13, 2010
The White Eagle Conference Center
Hamilton, New York
The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy will be holding its 28th annual conference in Hamilton, New York, November
11th-13th, 2010. The conference includes
a wide-variety of topics around the central
theme of rare breed conservation. This year’s
conference will include a pre-conference
dairy workshop focusing on successful
dairying with rare breeds and how to create
a niche market for these products. For more
information, visitwww.albc-usa.org or contact
albc@albc-usa.org, 919-542-5704.
Ohio National Poultry Show
November 13-14, 2010
Ohio State Fairgrounds
Columbus, Ohio
Everyone at the Ohio National is working
hard and looking forward to hosting one of
the largest poultry shows in the United Sates
on November 13-14, 2010. Make plans now
to visit the show this coming November.
The Ohio National hosts the largest
youth show in North America.There will be
seminars that are attended by young and
old, and showmanship for every age from
pee-wee to 18. There is a large traders’ area
with many birds for sale.
With a line up of the top judges in the
country, they will be sure to give the best
look at every exhibitor’s poultry.
Schedule for the show is: Friday, November 12 open 11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
for cooping in, Saturday, November 13: Hall
opens at 7:00 a.m., judging begins at 9:00
a.m., showhall closes at 6:00 p.m. Sunday,
November 14: Hall opens at 7:00 a.m. Final
judging of champions is at 9:30, Awards
Ceremony is at 10:00 a.m. and dismissal
follows. If you are attending the show as
a visitor, Saturday is the day to be there.
Sunday is awards and birds (and owners)
are then released, usually by 10:30 a.m.
Visit the Ohio National website at www.
ohionational.org and join our email list to get
the most up-to-date information. As always
you can email or phone us if you have any
questions: Eric Markley, Secretary, email:
markley@ohionational.org.
United Kingdom Poultry Tour
November 15 – November 28, 2010
This is our very first tour to the United
Kingdom. We are very excited for this historical
tour. You may notice that this tour ends on the
Sunday of Thanksgiving weekend. The reason
for these dates: we are planning to attend the
largest poultry show in England, averaging
about 6,500 entries each year! The date was
adjusted for the attendance of the poultry show.
It takes place in Stoneleigh, about two hours

from London. We are thrilled to have Mike &
Sylvia Hatcher as our hosts while in England!
Mike is the Past President of the Poultry Club of
Great Britain. One of many other highlights will
be the historical city of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Cost: $4,000 (price increases to $4,500
Air-after September 1st 2010); Cost includes: Air
fare from Washington D.C., all in-country travel,
and all housing in nice hotels for 12 nights.
Deposit: $500 (tour limited to 20 people), with
tour balance due on or before October 1st 2010;
Departing city: Washington D.C.
For more information contact: Jim
Adkins, PO Box 3067, Sonora, CA 95370;
centre4poultry@aol.com; 209.890.5326.
Eastern Iowa Poultry Show
November 27-28, 2010
Sharpless Auction Complex
Iowa City, Iowa
The Eastern Iowa Poultry Association is
sponsoring its 140th annual show. The show
includes standard and bantam chickens,
waterfowl and guinea fowl. A Junior Show
will be for exhibitors under age 18. There
will be a great line up of cash awards and
trophies for Junior and Open shows. We are
hosting numerous breed meets.
Coop in will be from 5 - 10 p.m. Friday
and from 7 - 8:30 a.m. on Saturday. Judging
will begin Saturday at 9:00 a.m. The public
is invited on Saturday from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
There will also be a sale area for exhibitors
to bring additional birds for sale. The judges
will be Art Rieber, Bart Pals, Terry Britt and
Don Roscoe.
For information and show catalog, visit
www.easterniowapoultryshow.com or email:
pbshank@netins.net.
Bluebonnet Classic
January 8th 2011
Texas A&M Campus
College Station, Texas
The Brazos Valley Poultry Club is going
all out with the Bluebonnet Classic Poultry
Show. If you want to see what has become
one of the best shows in Texas join us on
Saturday January 8th at the Louis Pierce Pavilion on the Texas A&M Campus on George
Bush Drive. Judging begins at 9 a.m. and
the show should be over by 3 p.m.
We will have the Open and Junior show
but we also have a Pigeon show and Gamecock show along with a Backyard show. We
should also have a Maran egg show.
Our judges will be Charles Mahoney
and James Cooper, Texas, Marty McGuire,
Alabama, and David Johnson, Georgia.
Our Raffle/Auction is second to none with
many poultry items donated by Randall Burkey
Company. Our auctions always contain poultry
books and other great poultry items. Once again
this year great food will be served.
We offer a sale area but all poultry sellers must be registered with the AHC.
If you would like to be on our mailing
list or have a question please contact Bob
Choate: 512-273-2010; rgchoate@cobaltemail.com or Dan Dykes: 979-836-3151;
dandykes@rocketmail.com.
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Waterers

Feeders

Laying Nests

Egg Cartons & Trays

Brooders

Composters

Poultry Pluckers

Chicken Coops

For a FREE CATALOG Call 1-800-624-4493 !
Sportsman Cabinet
Incubator 1502

1 Qt. Chick Feeder
Sale: $4.99
1 Qt. Chick Waterer
Sale: $3.99

Reg: $725.00
Sale: $699.00

Circulated Air
Incubator With Egg
Turner

Reg: $139.90
Sale: $128.75
Store Hours:
Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST
October/November, 2010

Chick Starter
5 lbs. $6.75
Oyster Shell
5 lbs. $7.25
Poultry Grit
5 lbs. $7.50
Order Toll Free 1-800-624-4493
Order Online: FlemingOutdoors.com

www.FlemingOutdoors.com

Order By Fax: 1-334-562-9000
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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Fueling Our

Poultry’s Energy

railroad tracks where the emptied freight
cars would rest. In the cars he found dried
kernels of corn scattered about and being
a thrifty man, he collected the kernels and
stashed them in his pocket while taking
some ribbing from his coworkers.

Natural Internal Heat

Guineafowl frolic in a snowy yard. Staying active is good way to generate body heat, for
poultry and humans.
SuSan Burek, HerBaliSt
MoonligHt Mile HerB FarM
arM
and laura CorS
or tange, HerBaliSt
tHe WiSHing tree, MiCHigan

D

uring the cold winter months,
the most effective way that we
can help our poultry stay warm
is to provide internal support that in turn
helps the birds create the energy needed
to maintain core body temperature. A
holistic (balanced) approach supports
the immune, digestive and circulatory
systems, and provides food to produce
highly digestible energy via oils to fuel
the metabolism, and good protein to grow
their protective feathers.

Old Fashioned Methods

Soon after moving to the country, I
met a woman named Vivian. She was getting on in years and needed a gardener; I
was hired on and we became fast friends.
That first summer she followed me
around on her lawn tractor wearing a big
floppy hat, chatting and keeping a close
eye on me, making sure I knew my stuff.
Before long, I could recite the histories
of certain flowers...who had gifted them
to her and when...sometimes even why.
A few years later as her age advanced
and her eyesight declined even further,
she could no longer get around well and
my duties moved to being a home-helper.
I missed those 13 flowerbeds, but in
exchange, I got to know her even better,
happily listening to the same stories again
and again. I could predict what story was
coming next. I could finish her sentences
but chose not to as she delighted in telling
them to a very interested audience of one.
I loved her dry, cynical sense of humor
24

and now, the older I get, the more I appreciate the wisdom her words held.
One day I was folding laundry with
Bob Barker in the background and offhandedly mentioned that a hatch was in
progress at home in my incubator. Her
milky blue eyes lit up and sparkled, aimed
toward the sound of my voice. I explained
that, no, an incubator wasn’t a new fancy
word for a broody hen. We got a good
laugh out of that one! Making conversation, I wondered out loud about the severity
of the coming winter and voiced my concerns about the flock’s welfare and how to
best keep them comfortable. She began to
smile and I knew she was about to share
more memories. Her daddy had chickens
when she was a girl and they lived in town,
she told me. My hands weren’t folding
towels any longer, as this was new stuff
and she had my total attention.
Viv tilted her head, remembering, and
said, “Well, Daddy always just gave them
pepper.” As if I would know exactly what
she meant when I didn’t. I thought about
hot peppers and how, if I ate too many, my
face would flush and feel very hot but I
said nothing. “Huh?” came my brilliant
response. She explained how when they
had a nasty cold snap, her father broke
up old bread into small chunks and put
them in a bowl. He then added “plenty” of
“plain ‘ol black pepper” and hot water and
stirred it to make a mash. This he gave to
his small flock, still warm and steaming,
twice a day during the snap. She said that
it warmed them up from the inside when
the wind-chill was harsh.
Another bit of advice was to supplement with corn; the idea was to “thicken
them up like they have a blanket.” I was
told her daddy’s work was next to the

Poultry have high metabolisms, and
the larger the bird, the less energy it needs
to stay warm. The heavier breeds will
need less than the bantams, and adult
birds will need less than the youngsters
or chicks. Poultry can tolerate sharp
coldness much easier than extreme heat
because they do not have glands for perspiring. As a survival strategy in winter,
birds will lower their body temperatures
at night—called torpor—to conserve
energy. This is key to their health and
winter survival, as much as protective
housing and fresh water are.

Circulatory System

The avian circulatory system not only
moves the blood to deliver oxygen to the
body cells and removes metabolic wastes,
but it is very important in maintaining
a bird’s body temperature. This system
needs to work efficiently to help meet the
metabolic demands needed for physical
energy, and for energy to maintain internal temperatures.
Herbs that have diaphoretic actions
will help stimulate blood circulation from
the core to the periphery. Herbs to be considered are Cayenne pepper (Capsicum
spp.), Black pepper, Ginger (Zingiber
officinale),
), Yarrow ((Achillea millefolium)
and even some mints. These dried herbs can
be sprinkled in their treat bowl. A topical
application for exposed skin can be olive
oil infused with Cayenne pepper to help
protect the combs of your roosters from
frostbite. The oil will coat the skin with a
protective layer, and the pepper will draw
the blood to the skin for internal warmth.

Protein

Our poultry grows insulating feathers
during the colder season, and good protein levels will aid in feather production.
By shivering and contracting muscles,
chickens will fluff their feathers to trap
an insulating layer of warm air against the
body. Like most birds, they appear to tuck
their heads under their wings while asleep
but, actually, it is under a tuft of feathers
that drapes over each shoulder. They also
have the added benefit of breathing the
Backyard Poultry

Alfalfa Tea

A

lfalfa hay (or nettle) can be brewed
into a nice, rich “green protein” tea
that can be mixed with your poultry’s
drinking water.
Place a flake of alfalfa in a bag and seal
shut, then squish it around to break it
up so it can be packed into a pot.
Use a large pot (5-gallon or larger) and
stuff it full with the hay. Fill the pot
with water to about 1 inch from the
brim. Bring to a boil and let it gently
simmer for one hour.
When done, pour into gallon jugs to
mix into waterers. The ratio I mix is 1
gallon of tea and 1 gallon of water, thus
diluted at 50 percent.

warmed air. The feathers will also cover
their legs and feet when sitting. There
are two excellent herbal plants that are
high in “green” protein, Nettle (Urtica
dioica) and Alfalfa (Medicago sativa).
Although the dried herb can be mixed
within their food, another alternative is
to make herbal tea to drink. Herbal tea
ensures that the whole flock will get a
concentrated dose of protein and “green”
food to help their diet to remain balanced
with brown (grains) and green (plant matter). See sidebar for tea recipe.

A Cautionary Tale About Frostbite

Butters was an odd one—bless her
heart—right from the start. A pretty
soft yellow chicken hen; she hatched
out of a batch of guinea eggs that had
been hurriedly loaded into the incubator. Her momma’s eggs were small, tan
and pointy…an easy enough error to
make. On day 20 of the incubation, I
discovered my mistake! Out popped
Butters and she waited impatiently and
noisily for her roomies to arrive. Being
raised with a bunch of feisty keets, she
soon became convinced that she too
October/November, 2010

was a guinea and as they tested their
wings, Butters was always right behind
them. She flew better than any chicken
I’ve ever raised. She took to that snazzy
pine tree right behind the guinea coop
with a couple of her guinea gal pals.
That would be the tree with the thin
sheets of metal nailed around the trunk
because I always seem to have a few
“free spirits” in the bunch and we might
as well try and keep the ‘possums and
raccoons from climbing up. These free
bird types can be quite stubborn! The
wide evergreen branches serve well to
deter aerial assaults, and while I do not
recommend tree sleeping, it’s a good tree
for the ones who insist.
Unfortunately, at that time, predators
were my main concern. After all, that was
the only cause of death I’d ever seen up
until then. What I didn’t think enough about
was their feet. Like every winter, that extra
cold spell came on. As I counted heads
during snack time, I noticed that Butter’s
toes were swollen and pale. She simply
hated the guinea coop…she didn’t know
she was different but the elders there surely
did and took every opportunity to remind
her. She was also unafraid of snow; it didn’t

All your poultry supplies,
in one convenient place!

Our pre-printed
egg cartons are
a great way
to help your
eggs stand
out in the flock!

Egg Cartons • Egg Trays
Incubators • Waterers
Feeders • Laying Nests
Egg Baskets • Labels
egg Scales & More!

Order your free catalog! Our EZ Request
Form is online, visit eggcartons.com or call

1-888-852-5340
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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phase her one bit to run right on through
it. As the birds scrambled over their treats,
I scrambled to ready the sick bay in the
garage. I put out the fresh water with a bit
of raw organic honey. I put in fresh sweet
smelling straw. In went the feed dish with
raw chopped garlic sprinkled carefully on

Garlic Oil &
Sunflower or
BirdSeed

Garlic is not an easy herb for
our poultry to get used to eating. I
discovered that mixing garlic oil with
sunflower seed, or birdseed (with millet), makes a convenient way to apply
garlic for your poultry to eat. The seed
is something they are used to eating,
and if fed as a treat, all the better.
Mix 4 ounces of olive oil with 3-4
cloves of garlic in a glass jar. If your
poultry is new to garlic, you can start
out with a weaker garlic strength. Start
with one clove and work your way up
to 3-4 cloves. Steep the garlic for at
least 3 hours so the garlic oompounds
can infuse into the oil. The oil will
store in your fridge up to a month.
Drizzle the oil over the seed and
mix, enough to cover the seed. I give
this to my poultry when I think they
need a boost to their immune system.
Remember, there are fats in the oil so
you don’t want to overdo it.
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top. Ok, maybe they get a little spoiled
when feeling poorly! I was confident things
would soon be on the mend.
But frostbite is very serious business,
as I was about to observe firsthand.
Ironically, her two free-spirited, treehugging “sisters” were maintaining
healthy feet. I thought about any possible behavioral differences seeing as how
the diet was exactly the same for all and
I thought even harder when I considered
that the guineas were originally natives
of Africa. The basic differences are: 1.
The guineas would spend time in the
coop during the day, visiting and eating
while Butters preferred to dine outdoors.
I tried encouraging her to hang out in the
chicken coop with her own kind. She
refused to believe these drab looking
birds were her kin, and it didn’t work.
2. The other difference between Butters
and her girlfriends is that the guinea gals
very much enjoyed running about on the
shoveled pathways provided for them,
while fearless Butters would make her
own trail, barreling through snow up to
her chest without a second thought. That
was it…the only two differences. I did
my pondering as I readied her cage. I
picked her up and despite the luxurious
accommodations being offered her, she
impolitely refused, wiggled free and
bolted. She ran like her tail was on fire.
I, of course gave chase, then the phone
rang, a kid opened the slider door to let
me know, a dog got loose and she had
won round one. The next day, I picked
her up and firmly held her to my chest
the minute after treats had been consumed and in her suite she went! Her
feet were still swollen and had gone
from their normal creamy yellow color
to gray. I knew we were in for a fight. I
didn’t know it would be the fight of her
life and that she would not win, despite
my best efforts. Vivian told me the next
day that I should have “greased their feet
with lard if they’re gonna be ornery like
that,” and also, “to grease pretty combs
if I wanted to keep them looking pretty.”
Well, I certainly made note of it, but
I’d already failed in providing the best
solution, which was to force them into
a coop. I just didn’t have the heart to
separate these best friends, as the elder
guineas didn’t want her and she had no
interest in the chickens.
Butters was given the best treatment
I knew how to give at that time. I even
dug through the snow near the dryer
vent to find plantain and dandelion

greens for her. They turned out to be her
favorite treat while in her cage. She got
plenty of attention and we talked quite
a bit as I petted her. She seemed happy
enough and even comfortable, but her
feet got darker; eventually they were
black. She began to prefer to not walk
unless it was to go to the other end of
the cage to poop. I placed her water,
feed and snack within easy reach, still
hoping for a miracle that deep down I
knew wouldn’t come. Blankets wrapped
around the cage helped her focus her
energy on her health instead of fighting
to stay warm, but the damage had been
done—there was no reversing what had
happened to her feet. I was at a loss and
worried over her like I would a child,
feeling very ashamed that I had allowed
this to happen to her.
The day came when I found her foot.
It was at the other end of the cage and
there was Butters making soft noises
to me. I cannot begin to explain how I
felt at that moment. She was humanely
put down shortly after and given a nice
marker from my son. Just writing this
out brings the tears again. I share this
story despite it being evidence of poor
management and despite my embarrassment and shame in hopes that it will
clearly illustrate that frostbite is a very
serious issue.

Energy with Oils & Suet

Our poultry can get energy from
carbohydrates, fats and fiber in their
diet. Poultry get the majority of their
energy from the consumption of grains,
which includes wheat, oats, barley and
corn. Although oils are present in many
seeds, like sunflower and corn, another
alternative can be the direct application
of extracted oils. Oils consumed right
before roosting at night helps them to
not have to lower their temperature so
much (torpor), because it can give them
immediate available energy for their
metabolism.
Monounsaturated fats in the form of
pure oils, such as olive, canola or peanut
oils are nutritious choices while corn
and sunflower contain polyunsaturated
fats. Both fats are considered “good”
fats. However, sunflower seeds, compared to corn, contain higher levels of
vitamin B2, niacin, calcium, iron, and
protein by weight, with corn only higher
in vitamin B1 and moderately high in
manganese/magnesium. Compared
Backyard Poultry

to corn, sunflower seeds may be the
healthier choice as far as vitamins and
minerals go.
Herbal roots that are harvested in the
fall can be easily used to great benefit
throughout the winter. In the fall when
the herb has completed its growing
cycle, the energy goes back into the root.
Herbal roots that grow deep in the earth,
like burdock (Arctium lappa), dandelion
(Taraxacum officinale), yellow dock
(Rumes crispus), and carrot (vegetable
root) can give deep nutrition and fiber
needed for health. Herbal berries like
Rose hips (Rosa spp.), Barberry berries (Berberis vulgaris) and Hawthorn
berries (Crataegus sp.) have medicinal
value and nutrients. Fruits, like apples,
are also a very good source of fiber and
nutrition. Making herbal suet with olive,
canola, peanut or other vegetable oils is
preferred, rather than using the traditional
suet, lard or commercial Crisco oil. Those
contain fats that are saturated, which are
harder to digest, and they could easily
make your poultry gain too much weight,
which would be unhealthy. You can mix
the vegetable oil with herbal roots, berries, and apples, which would be a good
way to give your poultry the benefit of
all three.

October/November, 2010

Immune & Digestive

Healthy immune and digestive systems plays into maintaining their internal
temperature in an indirect way. When the
immune system is healthy, and the digestive system is managing the microflora
and keeping the bacteria in balance, it will
help to maintain health and prevent disease. When your bird’s internal balance is
tipping into disease while overly stressed
by cold temperatures, a bird will need lots
of energy to fight pathogens and parasites
and to keep body core temperatures up. If
their body has to decide where to direct
its resources, it will direct more energy
to fight the illness, and what energy is
left is directed at keeping core temps up.
Peak health is very important in keeping
our poultry warm.
An easy way to support both of these
systems is to make a garlic-infused oil,
mixed with sunflower seeds or birdseed.
(See sidebar, page 26.) If you use the oil
within 3-36 hours, the compounds in the
garlic will provide the bird with the full
antibiotic and sulfide (anti-parasitic and
antioxidant) strength. After that, the oil
is weaker in benefits, but still effective.
These compounds are also an immune
system stimulant. Olive oil also adds lots
of healthy benefits. It contains mostly

good fats (monounsaturated), and vitamins A, E and K. The phenols can be used
effectively as probiotics for the digestive
system. This is an excellent supplement to
give your poultry before they go to roost
to sleep, for those really cold nights. The
oil will give them immediate metabolic
energy, while digestion of the sunflower
or birdseed will give them more energy
and nutrition throughout the night.
We think the ideas provided here
will help fuel the energy needed for your
poultry’s internal heat that is so essential
during the harsh winter months. Balance
is key to the right mix of nutrients, and to
supplement at key times like when your
poultry is roosting and during particularly
harsh weather. Using natural ingredients,
you can be sure to keep the internal heaters going all winter long!
Susan Burek is owner of Moonlight
Mile Herb Farm in Willis, Michigan;
www.moonlightmileherbs.com.
Laura Corstange is owner of The
Wishing Tree in Plainwell, Michigan;
www.wishing-tree.com.
Both herbalists advise on Blue Moon
Forum, an herb forum for people and
critters, specializing in poultry, at www.
members.boardhost.com/bluemoon.
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B ackyard P oultry B ookstore
The Complete Idiot’s Guide
to Raising Chickens
JerOMe d.. BelanGer

You’re no idiot, of course. You know there’s
nothing like the taste of fresh, free-range eggs
from chickens you’ve raised yourself, but you’re
wondering if owning your own flock of birds
would be all it’s cracked up to be. In this Complete Idiot’s Guide you’ll find advice on locating
and buying your first chickens; tips for buying
or building the right coop; learn all about eggs
from conception to cooking; learn to identify
normal behavior in healthy chickens and what
to do when something goes wrong, and decide for yourself if raising
chickens organically is right for you. As a first-time flock owner, you
have questions, this book has the answers. 160 pages, $14.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising Chickens
Gail daMerOw
w

This informative book for both beginning and experiexperi
enced chicken owners is now completely updated.
updated It
covers breed selection, building feeders and shelters,
how to collect and store your eggs to maintain freshfresh
ness (or hatching), maintaining good flock health,
raising broilers for meat, and showing your birds.
341 pages, $19.95.

The Chicken Health Handbook
Gail daMerOw
w

In this must-have reference for the small flock owner,
Gail discusses the problems and diseases common to
chickens of all breeds and all ages. It also explains
how to hatch healthy chicks, provide proper nutrition,
fight parasites, spot diseases and infections in their
early stages, protect the flock from predators and
building safe houses and yards. Practical charts help
pinpoint common symptoms and causes of disease. An extensive listing
provides quick access to treatments and remedies for everything from
poor egg production to crooked toe syndrome. Generously illustrated.
344 pages, $19.95

Chicken Coops

45 Plans For Housing Your Flock
Judy PanGM
GMan
an

Whether you keep one hen or 1,000 hens, you will
find a housing plan in this comprehensive book.
Coops range from fashionable backyard structures
to large-scale, movable shelters. You will also find
plans for converting trailer frames, greenhouses
and sheds using recycled materials and simple
ways to make waterers, feeders and nestboxes. 166 pages, $19.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising Ducks
dave hOlderread

Everything you need to know to raise ducks
successfully. This comprehensive, fully
illustrated guide takes you through every
step of owning ducks. It provides the most
up-to-date information on various breeds
(including rare breeds), feeding, housing,
egg production, health care and more.
316 pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising Poultry
leOnard s. Mercia

An invaluable resource for everyone who raises
poultry. It contains the most comprehensive
and current information on raising chickens,
turkeys, waterfowl, and game birds. Covers
breed selection (for both meat and egg propro
duction), hatching, housing and equipment,
feeding, and rearing. 343 pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising Turkeys
leOnard s. Mercia

Complete how-to information on raising
turkeys from young poults to delicious,
thick-breasted birds. Discussions on selectselect
ing the right turkey for your flock, breeding
and management, processing, flock health,
feeding and housing. Contains in-depth
housing plan illustrations. Revised and
updated. 199 pages, $18.95

The Book of Geese
a Complete Guide to
Raising the Home Flock
dave hOlderread

One of the classics of waterfowl management.
An easy-to-read book with good illustrations
and diagrams, takes you from the egg through
incubation, gosling stage, feeding, houshous
ing, mating, health and physical problems. It covers all breeds
of geese with descriptions of the traits unique to each breed.
This really is the complete guide to raising the home flock.
209 pages, $18.95

Gardening with Guineas

Jeannette s. FerGusOn
This book is a delightful and informative guide
to raising guinea fowl on a small scale. It covers
the life of a guinea from egg to adult, including incubation, feeding, housing, training and
common problems. Jeannette includes informainforma
tion on reasons for raising guinea fowl (they
eat garden pests, ticks and hate snakes), what you need to know
before you buy guineas, working with newborns and young keets,
and much more. 131 pages, $14.95

How to Raise Chickens

How to Raise Poultry

Everything You
Need to Know

Everything You Need to Know
Christine Heinrichs

Christine Heinrichs

If you want to raise poultry—for feathers or
eggs, beauty or meat, pleasure or profit—this
book is the perfect place to begin. Poultry
expert Christine Heinrichs lays out the distinctions between waterfowl (ducks, geese and
swans), turkeys, gamebirds (peafowl, pheasants, quail and others), ratites (ostriches, emus, and rheas), and pigeons.
She then clearly details the very different requirements for raising each
species, from feeding and housing to husbandry and health, to showing
and marketing and legal concerns. Whether you’re thinking of starting
a flock or acquiring a few feathered friends, this handy guide tells you
everything you need to know. 192 pages, $19.95

A thoroughly modern and comprehensive book that delivers everything the
subtitle promises: “Everything you need
to know—Breed guide and selection—
Proper care and healthy feeding—
Building facilities and fencing—Showing advice.” And it’s all presented in the
context of today’s small, backyard flock. How to Raise Chickens
might sound like a simple premise for a poultry book but this one
goes way beyond the how-tos. 191 pages, $19.95

Storey’s Illustrated Guide
to Poultry Breeds

City Chicks

Keeping Micro-flocks of Laying Hens
as Garden Helpers, Compost Makers,
Bio-recyclers and Local Food Suppliers

Patricia Foreman

Chickens have become the mascot of the local food
movement. A desire for sustainable, clean, wholesome food and superior soil quality has led more and
more suburban and city dwellers to keep laying hens
in their backyards and gardens. City Chicks is an excellent resource for
the beginner or avid chicken enthusiast. 460 pages, $22.50

Carol Ekarius
Gorgeous, full-color photographs of
more than 128 birds. This definitive guide
includes a brief history of the breed, detailed
descriptions of identifying characteristics
and colorful photographs that celebrate the
birds’ quirky personalities and charming
good looks. If it’s fowl facts and photos you want, you’ll find them
all here! 278 pages, $24.95

For a complete listing of all books available from the Backyard Poultry Bookstore, visit our
website at www.backyardpoultrymag.com. If you do not have Internet access, write to
Bookstore Catalog Request, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451 or call 800-551-5691.
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The Answer Man

Health:

Ron Kean
Extension Poultry Specialist
University of Wisconsin-Madison

If you have health related poultry
questions you’d like answered,
send your questions to us at
Backyard Poultry, Attn: Answer Man,
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451
or e-mail to byp@tds.net.
We will try to include your
question in an upcoming issue.

Salmonella & Contaminated
Eggs

I have a flock of 30 hens and 3 roosters that free range on my 5-1/2 acres.
The hens lay more eggs than I can use so
I sell the excess locally. The recent recall
of commercial eggs, due to Salmonella
contamination, has scared off some of
my customers and makes me wonder if
my eggs could be contaminated. How
can I tell if my eggs are contaminated?
How does Salmonella get into the eggs?
Does it come from the hen? How can
you tell if your hens have it? Is there
a treatment for it or must the flock be
culled? If my hens need to be culled are
the pullets that haven’t started laying
safe to keep?
Diana Russell, Colorado
Since the recent egg recall, I’ve been
getting quite a few questions like these!
I’ll try to answer your questions within
your letter below.
Beyond that, I guess I’d offer a few
comments:
1) I doubt this is widespread, either
in commercial farms or in smaller flocks
either. So, I wouldn’t rush to any conclusions about your hens.
2) As long as you cook the eggs, it’s
not a concern. Salmonella is not some
horrendous heat-stable thing, so cooking it will kill it. Here is a quote from the
American Egg Board website:
30

“Doesn’t cooking destroy bacteria? Is there any general rule for
cooking eggs?
Even light cooking will begin to
destroy any Salmonella that might be
present, but proper cooking brings
eggs and other foods to a temperature
high enough to destroy them all. For
eggs, the white will coagulate (set)
between 144 and 149° F, the yolk between 149 and 158° F, and whole egg
between 144 and 158° F. Egg products
made of plain whole eggs are pasteurized (heated to destroy bacteria), but
not cooked, by bringing them to 140°
F and keeping them at that temperature for 3-1/2 minutes. If you bring
a food to an internal temperature of
160° F, you will instantly kill almost
any bacteria. By diluting eggs with a
liquid or sugar (as in custard), you
can bring an egg mixture to 160°
F. Use these temperatures as rough
guidelines when you prepare eggs.”
(Source: www.aeb.org)

How can I tell if my eggs are contaminated?
I don’t know of any way to tell if they
are contaminated. If I did, I’d market it
to the poultry industry! The eggs will
look exactly the same, whether they are
contaminated or not.
How does Salmonella get into the
eggs?
It can get in from fecal contamination
on the shell, so some bacteria get through
the pores. Salmonella can also colonize
in the hen’s ovary, and bacteria are shed
while the egg is being formed.
Does it come from the hen?
Yes, it comes from the hen, if she has
Salmonella. She can get it from rodent
feces, wild bird droppings, contaminated
feed, or possibly even from the egg she
hatched from.
it?

How can you tell if your hens have
Cloacal swabs can be tested in a

lab. A blood test might show antibodies
against it. Other than those, it’s very difficult. It won’t make the hen sick, so you
won’t notice any problems.
Is there a treatment for it or must the
flock be culled?
There’s not a treatment, as far as
we know. In the case of the commercial
producers involved with this, the eggs
will be diverted to a breaker (to be sold
as pasteurized liquid egg). I imagine
they will plan to cull the flocks as soon
as they can. It will likely take a while
though since they have multiple houses,
and wouldn’t have replacement pullets to
put back into those barns.
If my hens need to be culled are the
pullets that haven’t started laying safe
to keep?
There’s no guarantee that they will be
safe. Still, I don’t know that I’d suggest
doing anything rash, unless you know
they are infected.

Chick Slow to Feather Out

I’ve got a problem that I’ve never encountered before. One Blue Cochin chick
hatched on July 1, 2010 hasn’t grown
feathers. She is still covered in down
except for a few feathers on her wing tips
and feet. I noticed a small area of new
pin feathers on the back of her neck. The
other chicks have grown and developed
normally. She is also much smaller than
the others, but that may be just the lack of
feathers. I’m guessing that this might be
a genetic defect. I’m hoping that she will
develop feathers before the cold weather.
Has this been seen before and what are
her chances of survival? She has become
very friendly and I’m hoping for the best.
Thank you for your time.
Vicki Maloney
There are some different genes that
affect the rate of feather development.
Generally, Cochins carry the gene for
slow feathering. It is very possible, however, that some other breeds may have
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been crossed in at some point, so the others may have the gene for rapid feathering. I think it would be odd for this one to
be different, but it’s not impossible.
A more likely possibility is that this
chick has some internal problem. It could
be a genetic defect, as you guessed. Or,
I suppose it could be some congenital
defect, too. My best guess is that the
chick may have a latent infection, not
severeenough to kill the chicken, but it’s
enough to slow it down.
Quite often, these chickens never really thrive, and eventually die. You never
know though, so I guess if you don’t mind
her, it doesn’t hurt to wait and see. I doubt
that it is anything that would be passed
to the other birds, so I don’t think there’s
any problem with keeping her. Since she
seems to be getting pin feathers now, she
may do alright.
I think she will be okay for the winter,
too. She’ll likely huddle with the others and chickens can do pretty well in
the cold, even if they are missing some
feathers. She may need to eat more feed
to stay warm!
One other possibility I just thought
of—she isn’t crossed with a Silkie, is
she? This would explain the down and
the small size.
Sorry I can’t say for sure, but it’ll be
an interesting thing for you to see what
happens with her!
I had an entire batch of chicks “mature very slowly” one year. We set them
outside at about six weeks since it was
so warm out. I thought the sun would
provide the same “heat” as a heat lamp.
The entire batch of chicks never did grow
to the full size of their counterparts, but
turned out to be healthy and fine. —Ed.

got poultry bugs?
Guaranteed to make your birds
happier and healthier.

Controls...
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• Mites
• Leg Mites
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Critter-Cages.Com 310 832-9981 San Pedro, Ca. 90731
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Ph.

62”x 43”x 30” high

Chick-N-Pen 199.99 plus shipping

Chick-N-Nest 49.99
plus shipping

Chick-N-Lodge 429.99 plus shipping

Chickens in the Rain

I have heard that chickens should
not be in the rain or the will get range
disease.
Can anybody tell me the truth about
chickens in the rain?
James Peppard, via e-mail
Once the chickens have some age
and size to them, and are fully feathered,
rain shouldn’t be a problem. Young
chicks can chill pretty easily, so it’s
best to keep them in. Even older chicks
may get chilled if they are wet and it is
fairly cold.
I’m not sure what range disease is
October/November, 2010
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Starting at 19.99 a Roll plus shipping
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Chick-N-Cabin 319.99 plus shipping
Incubators
from 53.99

45”x 31”x 32” high

Water Fountains & Chick-N-House 219.99
Feeders starting at 5.99

plus shipping
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either. Range paralysis is an older term
for Marek’s disease. This is caused by a
virus, and rain wouldn’t really have any
association with it. I think it was called
range paralysis because it often hit the
birds at about the time they were put out
to range (8-16 weeks, commonly). In
reality, this is just the normal time that it
causes effects, and it was just a coincidence that they were on range then.
Also, coccidiosis often is a problem
in wet conditions, so after a rainy period,
when things are sloppy with mud, you
would often see an outbreak. This could

be the reference. Feeding a medicated
feed (or vaccinating the chicks) will help
prevent this. Keeping things as dry as
possible will help, too.

Odd Shaped Egg

I’m curious by nature, so when I
found this egg, I thought I would research
what happened to cause this feature. I
couldn’t find any examples of this particular deformity anywhere from a quick,
but seemingly thorough, web search.
What can you tell me about how the
egg came to this particular shape?
Chris Fuchs

Diatomacious Earth
aNatural
Call or email
for pricing and
shipping costs

Pesticide
aOrganic aFood Grade

Custom Milling

877-348-3048
custommillinginc@gmail.com
www.custommilling.com
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Quarterly Newsletter-Annual Yearbook
Officially Sanctioned Shows and Judges

JOIN TODAY-Dues: $20 per year or $50 for 3 years
Junior members $15 per year or $40 for 3 years
American Poultry Association
PO Box 306, Burgettstown, Pa. 15021
Phone: 724-729-3459 - Email: secretaryapa@yahoo.com
Website: amerpoultryassn.com
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I don’t really have any explanation for
how this might have happened. I did see an
old published report on something similar.
In that case, they guessed that one of the
membranes did not fully develop, which
allowed the egg components to ‘squeeze’
out of the egg during formation.
As this moved down the tract, shell
was added normally, so it produced a
somewhat similar egg. We do know that
the egg spirals as it moves down the oviduct, so that would explain the snail-like
appearance.
Thanks for sending it; it’s amazing to
see some of these eggs!
Backyard Poultry
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Clear
Out the

COBWEBS

This abandoned orb weaver’s web is on its way to becoming what we would consider to
be a cobweb. Photos by Gail Damerow

A

Gail Damerow

utumn is the time for big orange
pumpkins, witches on broomsticks, and spooky cobwebs. As
fall approaches and insects start moving
indoors, those cobwebs can build up fast
in chicken coop corners and along the ceiling. If left to continue accumulating, they
gather dust and, when a web is disturbed,
dust rains down to make chickens and their
owners sneeze and cough. Cobwebs that get
thick around light fixtures block out light,
making the coop look dark and dingy and
reducing egg production. And an accumulation of cobwebs is a serious fire hazard.
So what are cobwebs? They look sort
of like spider webs, but not exactly. When
we think of a spider web, we generally
think of a tidy two-dimensional wheelshape web with spokes that anchor the web
in several directions. The spiders building
this type of web are in the Araneidae family, otherwise known as orb weavers. If
one of their webs becomes damaged, the
spider gets busy repairing it.
A cobweb, by contrast, is a messy
looking, irregular three-dimensional affair. But indeed it is a spider web. The
word cobweb comes from the Middle
English word coppe, meaning spider.
Over the centuries, coppeweb evolved
into copweb, and then cobweb. This type
of web is more readily abandoned if it
gets damaged or prey gets scarce. By the
time the web starts accumulating dust the
spider has moved on to greener pastures. I
rarely see a spider when I clean cobwebs
out of my henhouse.
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The main group of spiders that build
cobwebs is the Theridiidae family,
otherwise known as cobweb spiders or
tangle-web spiders. The silk they use to
weave their webs is sticky, in contrast
to the strong, stretchy silk orb weavers
use to catch their prey. The stickiness
accounts for why dust so readily adheres
to a cobweb.
The best known member of this
family is the American house spider
(Achaearanea tepidariorum), also known
as the common house spider. Like other
cobweb spiders, the house spider relies on
vibration of its web to let it know when it
has captured something edible, such as a
fly or other insect. It then rushes over to
bite its prey to paralyze it before dinner
gets away.
Another member of the cobweb
family is the notorious black widow
spider (Latrodectus mactans), the bite
of which is much more potent than that
of the house spider. Black widows prefer
to be outside, although cold weather or
drought can drive them indoors. They like
to build their webs close to the ground in
undisturbed places, but if a chicken coop
doesn’t offer such an ideal web-building
site, a black widow may build her web
under the eaves or in some other similarly
undisturbed place.
Not all builders of untidy webs are in
the cobweb family. One such spider is the
cellar spider (Pholcus phalangioides), also
known as skull spider or daddy longlegs.
This spider makes a loose, irregular and
extensive web in a dark corner of a wall
or ceiling, where it catches and eats flies,

mosquitoes, beetles, and other spiders. It’s
sometimes called the vibrating spider because, when threatened, it rapidly bounces
its web to create a visual blur that makes
it difficult to see exactly where in the web
the spider is. When its web gets too dusty,
the daddy longlegs builds a new one.
Just as not all cobweb builders are
cobweb spiders, not all cobwebs start out
as cobwebs. An abandoned orb weaver’s
web that degenerates and accumulates
dust is technically not a cobweb, but we
call it one anyway. So what we know as
cobwebs are basically musty accumulations of dust and abandoned spider webs,
and the word cobweb has come to mean
any sort of musty accumulation, including clutter that sometimes accumulates
in the human mind. When I start feeling
foggy headed, I go out to the chicken
coop to clear away the cobwebs, both
figuratively and literally.
The good news is that toxic methods
are not needed to keep cobwebs in check.
Here are some suggestions for keeping
your chicken coop free of cobwebs:
Use a pressure washer. Whenever you
remove and replace the bedding in your
chicken coop, do a total cleanup. Remove
all movable fixtures, scrape away dried
droppings, and use a pressure washer to
spray down the walls and corners. Choose
a warm, sunny day for this event so you
can leave the coop doors and windows
open to let things dry out before putting
in fresh bedding.
Use a shop vac. My cobweb removal
method of choice is a shop vac with a
brush attachment and a fine-dust filter.
I just have to remember to clean the
filter regularly to keep the vacuum from
overheating.
Use a broom. If your coop doesn’t have
electricity, you can use the old-fashioned
method: Tie or tape a sheet of newspaper
around the bristles of a broom, poke
the broom into a mess of cobwebs, and
twist. The sticky webs will adhere to the
paper, which you can then cut off and
drop into the trash. A modern approach
to Grandma’s broom method is to use a
Swiffer or other static duster.
Spray with spider repellent. A non-toxic
biodegradable product called Cobweb
Eliminator doesn’t kill spiders but rather
discourages them from building webs.
Sprayed onto existing webs, it weakens
attachment points to make cobweb removal easier, and leaves a residue that
deters future web building. Spraying
Backyard Poultry

Siding over frame and open beam construction provides lots of corners for cobweb
builders.

Contact: Gary Davis
Undergraduate Recruiter
Center of Excellence
for Poultry Science
1260 W. Maple, Fayetteville, AR 72701
(479) 575-7526 or gddavis@uark.edu

Lining the inside of a coop with inexpensive sheets of thin plywood discourages cobweb
building and simplifies removal of the few webs that do appear.

corners after cleanup discourages the
formation of new cobwebs. This product
has a strong odor that some people find
unpleasant.
Minimize web anchors. The greatest accumulation of cobwebs occurs in quiet,
undisturbed spots where ventilation is
poor. A coop constructed of a frame and
siding, with open roof beams, offers lots
of extra corners that are ideal for cobweb building. To eliminate those extra
corners, we lined the inside of our coop
with sheets of 4-foot by 8-foot 3/8-inch
plywood sheathing, which is inexpensive and easy to put up. We then applied
white paint to the walls and ceiling,
which brightens the interior and further
discourages web building. We still get
the occasional cobweb, but with smooth
walls those few cobwebs are lots easier
to broom down or vacuum up.
October/November, 2010

Spiders feed on insects and other
spiders, making them valuable as a form
of non-toxic pest control. However, by
the time cobwebs in your coop start accumulating dust, the spiders have long
since moved on. So you can take heart in
knowing that your cleanup effort is not
destroying beneficial spiders but merely
eliminating their abandoned webs.
Gail Damerow has been the leading
expert on poultry since her first book on
raising chickens was published in 1976.
She is the author of the newly updated
and completely revised classic Storey’s
Guide to Raising Chickens, 3rd edition,
along with these other books available
from our bookstore on page 28: The
Chicken Health Handbook, Your Chickens, Barnyard in Your Backyard, and
Fences for Pasture & Garden.
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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The October/November, 2010 cover
photo is of a Black Australorp hen
sent to us by Sally Myers of Eugene,
Oregon. Sally also entertains us with
an article titled “Gifts of a Flock” on
page 66.

Backyard Poultry
Family Album
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Every day my husband Issac sits
down for lunch and the chickens join
him. Who came first, the chickens or
Poncho Villa?—Nora Chinn-Torres,
Texas

My daughter, Bailey, giving love to
her favorite pet chicken, Laura, an
Ameraucana hen. They go everywhere
together, including long rides in the
pink Barbie convertible. —Tashina
Eller, Georgia
36

Wally—Sharon Sample, Connecticut

“Anybody home?”—Hansheinrich Franzen, New York
Backyard Poultry

“The Chicken Whisperer.” My daughter, Alysia Roger, is holding Miss Goldie
in her lap. Sunrise, Sunset and Sunshine are in the foreground. Alysia is 12
years old and has 23 chickens.—Rachel Trautman, Louisiana

My daughter, Jean, loves our Silkie
chicken.—Letty Peterson, Georgia

Our small flock consists of a
Rosecomb rooster, a Rosecomb hen,
two Japanese bantam hens and one
Silkie hen.—Cathy Wallace, Texas

My Buff-Laced rooster and I enjoy walking around the garden
together.—Chip Fincher, Georgia

Our two-year-old son, Ravel, holds
his favorite girl.—Steven & Victoria
Canter, California

Photo Contest Guidelines • Send Your Photos Today!
Each issue’s winner will be displayed in the position of honor—
on the front cover of the magazine!

Photos must relate in some way to domesticated poultry or their products. No limit on number of entries. Attach your
name, address, phone number or e-mail and photo caption or description to each photo (not on the front, please).
Backyard Poultry retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted, in future issues or publicity,
with or without mention of source.
If you would like your photos returned you must include a self-addressed envelope with appropriate postage.
Each issue’s winning entry will be placed in a gallery of finalists, to be announced annually in the February/March issue.
First prize—$50; 2nd prize—$30; 3rd prize—$20.
Send your entry to:
Backyard Poultry Photo Contest, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451; or e-mail photos in jpg format to byp@tds.net.
October/November, 2010
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Products That
Premier’s wide
range of products…
• Electric Netting
• Feeders & Waterers
• Heat Lamp
• Grinders & Shellers
• PortaTroughs™
• SureFoot Foot Bath
• CatchNet
• Poultry Hook
• Transport Crate
• Books
• Egg Cleaning Kit
• Egg Handling Supplies

Ask for our unique
booklets—free!

…and much more!

Magnum Grinder
Save $$. Grind and mix your own
feed. Combines safety, convenience,
power—and a low price tag. Tough
plastic makes cleaning simple and
parts don’t rust. One horsepower
motor easily grinds all grains.
Front spout allows mixing in
mineral, grains or even hay to make
a complete ration for your birds or
animals. Choice of 4 metal sieves (2.5,
4, 6 and 8 mm) for desired end size.
Also available: 1 mm sieve to use if
you wish to make a coarse flour.
Safety features:
1. Access points to the grinding
blade are designed so a fi nger
or hand can never accidently
access the blade.
2. Auto shut-off feature.
Magnum..............#530070
$248.00
Sieve, 1 mm......#5300704
$8.00

Egg Cleaning Kit

800-282-6631
www.premier1supplies.com
Washington, IA
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For cleaning eggs for resale. Kit will
quickly pay for itself in hours saved to
deliver fresh, perfectly cleaned eggs.
Uses air pressure (must be controlled
with a regulating air valve, included with
kit) to gently agitate water around the
eggs for 10 to 15 min.
Kit includes: basket, 1 lb egg wash
powder, weight discs, hose to connect
to air compressor, regulating air valve,
brush, scrubbing pad and instructions.
Cleaning Kit ...........#530110
$114.00

Backyard Poultry

Please…from Premier!

Tri-Pod Waterer

Large-volume waterer for those
who tire of frequently refi lling
small waterers. To keep the water
clean, it has 3 legs that elevate the
waterer off the ground or bedding.
8 gallon.
Tri-Pod Waterer ..#530027 $29.00

Kane Waterer

Portable, low-cost device provides
constant fresh water with minimum
labor. When water becomes dirty,
just tip out the old water so it
can refi ll. Not for use in freezing
temperatures. 19"L x 11"W x 4"H.
Kane Waterer..... #938202 $50.00

Bucket Waterer

Big sturdy 5 gallon bucket
reduces daily watering chores.
Place on blocks to keep water clean,
above ground or litter. Refi lling
and cleaning is quick and easy. Use
indoors and outdoors.
Bucket Waterer ..#530025 $16.00

Poultry Feeder (yellow)

Preferred size for small to midsize farms. Designed for long-term,
365-day use indoors/outdoors. Top
lip around base helps prevent feed
waste. Comes complete with base,
tower and lid. Holds 15 lbs of feed.
Feeder ............ #530035
$12.00

CatchNet

A unique device that enables
folks to gently, safely and neatly
catch chickens, ducks & gamebirds
of nearly any size or age.
D-shaped aluminum tubular
frame (3/4") enables users to
sweep birds from the floor and out
of corners.
CatchNet......... #530001
$24.00

Hand Sheller

Just a few turns of the crank and
an entire cob of corn is shelled.
To use, insert cob into sheller.
After the kernels are removed,
the sheller “spits out” the cob,
pushing it out the back end—so it
doesn’t fall into the shelled corn.
Hand Sheller ... #530065 $30.00

Net area is 18" x 24".
4 ft handle.

Heat Lamp

The “Premier” heat lamp is
superior in strength, provides
more safety features. More
durable than other heat lamps.
A 16 ft cord provides the extra
“reach” that’s so often needed.
Bulbs sold separately.
Heat Lamp .....#557000 $25.00

Basket

Scale

Accurately & quickly weighs and
identifies size of eggs. Allow dial
to reach resting point, then read.
Displays size, ounces and grams.
Scale ............... #530120 $24.50

For gathering
up to 6 dozen
eggs from nests
and taking to the
house for use.
Sturdy PVC
coated wire. Fits
perfectly inside
egg cleaning kit
(see at left).
Basket
#530115 ...$16.50

October/November, 2010

Egg Cartons

Preprinted and made of recycled
fiber paper-pulp material. For up
to 12 small, medium or large eggs.
Sturdy design.
Carton ...............#530125 $0.31

“Eggs for Sale” Sign

This sign (stand not included)
stands out along the road side and
is easy to read. Printed one side.
Corrugated plastic. 18" x 24".
Egg Sign ........ #530135
$16.00

www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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PredatiOn:

I Like
Chickens
Sadly, So Does
Mr. Fox!
Malachi Miller cuddles a favorite hen while Bea, an Australian Shepherd, looks on.

N

aMy yOunG Miller
neBraska

ot everybody likes chickens. I
don’t mean the eating of chickens, per se, but the keeping of
chickens. Chickens, after all, can be
noisy, and flighty, and stupid, but I like
them anyway. I enjoy going out in the
morning and throwing scraps to my hens,
watching them eat, scratch in the dirt,
and dart after bugs. I like how they come
running when I call them. I really like
the beautiful, tasty eggs they lay for my
breakfast every day. I’m a chicken-loving
nerd, but I’m not going to apologize for
it. There are worse things.
I came upon this trait—liking chickens—honestly. My mom kept chickens
when I was growing up. We lived in a
small town, and she always had a few tiny
bantams. I suspect she kept them around
more for company, and for the humor
element, rather than the egg factor. Mrs.
Cluck, my favorite, was a friendly little
white and black speckled hen with feathers on her feet. She would lay enormous
clutches of eggs under our back porch.
Now and then she’d get lucky and hatch
out a few tiny chicks, but mostly the eggs
would age and eventually blow up underneath our feet as we sat there on summer
evenings. We’d hear a sharp “pufft!”
sound, and then the stink would hit us,
and we’d run into the house laughing. That
didn’t stop Mrs. Cluck from continuing to
40

lay eggs under the porch, and it didn’t stop
me from liking chickens.
So, I like chickens. A few years ago,
however, a local fox decided that he liked
my chickens, too. For breakfast. And
lunch. And dinner, and the occasional
midnight snack. I had had problems with
other predators before this. One night a
coon broke into my chicken coop and
killed an entire flock of spring pullets,
leaving their pitiful, broken bodies behind. An eagle swooped down one day
and handily beheaded a hen in our side
yard, leaving its body behind. Our own
dog, Beatrice, has killed a hen or two, in
her exuberant herding of my flock. (She
always says that it was an accident, and
that since she’s an Australian Shepherd,
allowances should be made. I don’t buy
it.) But the predator I’ll focus on today
is the cunning Mr. Fox who made such a
wreck of my flock that infamous summer.

Bea is ever-alert to our yells of “Fox!”

Somehow this fox came to be the most
persistent and dreaded of all my chickens’
predators.
Or, maybe it just seemed worse because the fox seemed so darned clever.
For example, he started taking one chicken a day, as far as I could figure, the very
week I brought my son, Malachi, home
from the hospital. I saw the fox, from
the living room window, with my own
bleary, bloodshot eyes. But I was powerless, in my postpartum fog and ensuing
weakness, to do anything about it. Sure,
I’m a rugged prairie woman, but even
prairie women have their limits. How
did he know that I was in such a vulnerable state? I can’t guess. But he knew. I
know he did.
Another cunning move on his part was
that he would never breeze through our
yard at the same time in the day. He kept
us off our guard. Sometimes he’d show up
in the morning soon after I let the chickens
out of the coop for the day—bless them,
never suspecting in their tiny, pea-sized
brains, that one of them was going to be
in Mr. Fox’s belly in an hour or two—
other days it would be in the middle of
the afternoon. I would hear a squawking
chicken ruckus outside, would glance
out the window and see that dratted fox,
scampering gaily across my yard, grinning
at me—which wasn’t easy since his mouth
was stuffed with one of my Buff Orpington hens. Cheeky, dreadful thing.
“So, why didn’t you do something?”
I hear you muttering. “Take action,
woman!” Well, I did a few things, none
of which were effective. I clipped hens’
wings to keep them in their yard. We
fortified the chicken yard fence, but
smaller hens slipped out, regardless. My
gallant son Timothy roamed around with
his bow and arrows for a few days. We
even set a trap one night, at the urging of
a friend, with a rooster in a cage close to
the house. Our friend explained how it
had worked for him. Theoretically, the fox
would come after the bait—the rooster—
the pitiful bird would make enough noise
to wake us up, we’d stagger to the door
and blast the fox away (yes, we do have a
shotgun). It didn’t work. The poor rooster
was a bit on the haggard side in the morning, but not nearly as haggard as I was.
Nothing worked. And, meanwhile, chickens kept disappearing. Every day. Only a
small pile of feathers on the grass would
be left behind. The remaining chickens
were getting mighty jittery.
Backyard Poultry

Amy’s chickens are now safe from
predators as long as they stay inside
the Safety Chicken Fence Extension
Extraordinaire (or SCFEE for short).

Finally, somebody had the brainy idea
to train our clever, hyperactive, highspeed dog to chase after the fox every
time we yelled “Fox!” Actually, this was
easy—Bea’s smart, and very fast, and
also quite greedy for dog treats. We’d
do our “Fox!” yell, then dance wildly,
gesticulating like crazy people toward
the chicken coop, and then grab her collar
and run out to the coop. She’d joyously
bound along with us, delighted with the
extra attention, not to mention the dog
treat that she knew would follow. Within
a couple days, she was, by all appearances, fox-trained, a couple of pounds
heavier and anxious as all get-out to get
that fox! Whatever a fox was. Now all
we needed was to see the dreaded critter
during the daytime, and sic Bea on him.
(By the way, Bea’s nickname is “Bullet.” She’s fast.) We just knew that not
one creature on earth—well, er, at least
in our little corner of the globe—could
move faster than her. I suppose there
are some creatures on the African veldt,
for example, that are marginally faster.
Anyway, our nasty Mr. Fox was soon to
be history.
After much anticipation, the big day
came. I woke around dawn, which is pretty
early in Nebraska in June, as you might
imagine. 5:00, or perhaps even earlier. I
woke to a sound like nothing else I’ve ever
heard before in my entire life. Furthermore,
a sound I hope to never hear again. I fell out
of bed, and groped and staggered toward
the front of the house, toward that ghastly,
unnerving, horrifying sound, stumbling
over toys, rubbing sleep from my eyes.
Gentle readers, it sounded like a cat—no,
several cats, many cats, a legion of cats—all
in heat, howling and being strangled, simultaneously. And perhaps enduring some type
of medieval torture, as well. I looked out
October/November, 2010
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Custom
Chicken
Processing
USDA Inspected
Facility in
Northwest Arkansas
Pel-Freez Arkansas, LLC
Call For Information:

(479) 636-4361 x 365
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The simplicity of the SCFEE is evident here: 2x2s attached to the original fence posts,
and chicken wire stretched all around.

the front window, to see that horrid fox, in
our front yard, trying to intimidate our black
cat Pippin. Fox was writhing and posturing
and trying to look bigger than he was and
emitting that unearthly howl, as our cat
watched with a bored expression on its face.
Pippin was obviously thinking “Is that the
best you’ve got?”
Enter Bea. Time for the unveiling of

our meticulous training! The day of reckoning! The end of our nemesis, the end of
wholesale and methodical daily chicken
slaughter! Bea, our painstakingly-trained
foxhound, faster than a bullet, was doing
her own writhing, in her kennel. Suddenly
she clamped her bottom onto the floor of
her kennel as she saw me approaching,
as she had been trained to do. I fumbled
with the latch, and Bea shot out of the
kennel and was down the front steps and
out the door before I could mutter “Die,
Fox, Diiiiiie!”
You know what happened? It was
unbelievable. Unfathomable. Not to
mention, deeply disturbing. Mr. Fox…
just…disappeared. Vaporized. It was as
if he had never been there at all. Poof!
If Bea was a steam train, that fox was a
zephyr. Bea spent the better part of that
morning, devotedly tearing through the
brome grass, bullet-like, and now and
then giving an excited, encouraging yip,
but we never saw another hint of hide nor
hair of that fox, at least not that day. He
got away from The Bullet, and he did it
effortlessly. One can’t help but grudgingly admire such an adversary.
So now, fast-forward…all the while
Mr. Fox was still wreaking havoc on our
lives. We’d been through lots of chickens,
endured lots of angst and lots of handwringing. Lots of googling “safe hen
yards,” and “fox extermination” when
finally I did what I should have done in
the first place: I called my dad.
My dad, Jim Young, is the handiest
and most knowledgeable fellow I know.
If you live in the area, and need an intelBackyard Poultry

ligent, well-thought-out answer to any
question, large or small, he’s at the coffee
shop downtown every morning at 7:00
a.m. He’s a farm boy who grew up during the Great Depression, and he knows
how to make anything out of nothing.
And when you should do it, too. Which
was, in this case, a long time—filled
with agony and frustration (and lotsa
chickens)—ago. Dad explained patiently
to me, as if he had already thought it all
through several times and was just waiting for my piteous cry for help (which he
probably had, and was) just exactly what
I needed to do.
And we did it. Here’s the simple solution that Dad presented to us. After months
of numerous fox-proofing, and ineffective
strategies, of course my dad’s solution was
the one that did the trick. This is what we
did: we built a simple extension onto our
already-existing chicken yard fence, which
effectively made the fence 8 feet tall instead
of 4 feet tall. The chickens don’t fly over it,
the fox doesn’t eat them, and so we came to
the end of our problems with Mr. Fox. (We
still let the chickens out for free-ranging,
naturally, but on our timetable, not theirs,
and certainly not the fox’s.)
It takes me a while to learn a hard lesson, but once it’s learned, I don’t forget it.
Next time, I won’t Google, and I won’t fret
or lose sleep. I’ll reach for the phone and
I call my dad. I’ll ask him first.
Amy Young Miller is a freelance artist
and writer who lives in Nebraska with
her forbearing husband, six children,
and way too many chickens. She has
been published in NebraskaLife and The
Milford Free Press.
While this article has very understandable humor regarding the frustration of
dealing with predators and fencing, there
is no more important responsibility as
flock owners than providing safety from
menacing predators. Several articles in
past issues of Backyard Poultry have covered proper fencing techniques, including
“Fences: Keeping Chickens In & Predators Out,” April/May, 2008 and “Managing Poultry on Pasture with Electronet,”
April/May, 2006.
Several advertisers offer complete
fencing solutions: Kencove Fencing (see
page 10), Premier 1 (see page 75) and
West Virginia Fence (see page 62).
Fencing solutions are offered on page
44.—Ed.
October/November, 2010
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Proper Fencing CAN
Protect Poultry

P

roper fencing can give us confidence that we are keeping our
birds as safe as possible against
marauding predators. Some very useful
advice comes from the article, “Fences:
Keeping Chickens In & Predators Out,”
by Gail Damerow, April/May, 2008 Backyard Poultry. “Chain link fencing, with
an electrified scare wire running along
the outside bottom is the best (and most
expensive) fencing option.
“The (next) best kind of fence for
chickens is wire mesh with fairly small
openings that neither chickens nor predators can get through.
“Of the many kinds of wire mesh available, one that works well for chickens and
is relatively inexpensive is yard-and-garden
fence with 1" spaces toward the bottom
and wider spaces toward the top. The small
openings at the bottom keep poultry from
slipping out and small predators from getting in. The fence should be at least 4' high;
higher if you keep a lightweight breed that
likes to fly.”

Hex net comes in mesh sizes ranging
from 1/2" to 2". The smaller the mesh,
the stronger the fence. Aviary netting
offers the smallest meshing and is made
from 22-gauge wire. Chicken wire is 1”
mesh, woven from 18-gauge wire. Rolls
are available in 25' to 150' lengths, with
heights ranging from 1' to 6'. Another option is rabbit netting with 1" mesh at the
bottom and 2" mesh toward the top.
Hex wire is available with a protective
coating. It will cost more, but last longer.
Hex net is easy to set up. Gail says,
“Erect a stout framework of closely
spaced wood posts with a top rail for
stapling and a stout baseboard both for
stapling and to deter burrowing; make
sure no dips at soil level leave gaps for
sneaky critters to slip under. To keep the
wire taut, taller fences need a rail in the
middle as well.
“To further protect your chickens
against climbing predators, string electrified wire along the top and outside
bottom of your fence. The top wire might
be strung on T-post toppers, while the
outside bottom wire should be strung on
offset insulators. The advantage to using
wire mesh with electrified scare wires
is that you have both a physical barrier
and a psychological barrier. Should the
psychological barrier fail (the power goes
off) you still have the physical barrier.”
No matter how secure your fences
are, you also need secure gates. Be sure
there are no opportunities for predators

A common type of wire
mesh fence is poultry
netting. It consists of thin
wire, twisted and woven
together into a series
of hexagons, giving it a
honeycomb appearance.
The result is lightweight
fencing that keeps chickens
in, but will not deter predators from
breaking through.

to enter under the gate. Install a sill if
necessary.
Electric netting can be a wonderful
option. When properly energized, it is
nearly impenetrable by predators. It is
easily moved to new ground, allowing the
benefits of free range pastures. Some of
the downfalls of electric netting include
cost, keeping them electrified requires
electricity, battery or solar operated energizer, keeping the netting taut, and care to
prevent weeds and grass from weakening
the fencing charge.

Burying
the bottom
portion of a net
fence deters
burrowing. An
alternative is
to use apron
fencing,
consisting
of hex wire
with an apron
hinged to the
bottom. The
hinged 12" apron prevents animals
from burrowing under the fence,
keeping predators out. Apron fencing
is available from—and drawing
courtesy of—Louis E. Page, Inc.: www.
louispage.com; phone: (800) 225-0508.
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Frizzles

One of Our Odd “Breeds”

laura haGGarty
district 5 directOr
aMerican BantaM assOciatiOn
williaMstOwn, kentucky
PhOtOs cOurtesy OF dOnna MccOrMick,
www.BlueGrassBantaMs.cOM
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ne of the more unusual looking
chickens you may run across is
the Frizzle. Frizzled chickens are
not so much a breed, as a type of bird.
Any breed of chicken can be bred to be
frizzled, but the most commonly seen
Frizzles are based on Cochins, Plymouth
Rocks, Japanese, and Polish chickens.
Frizzles are among the hothouse flowers
of the poultry fancy, by nature of their
plumage which requires special care and
breeding to obtain and maintain.
The origin of Frizzled chickens is
unclear, some sources state they originated in India, some have them in Italy,
some say they were in England as early
as the mid 1600s. Whatever their source,
they are relatively popular here in the
USA now, especially among those who
breed bantams for exhibition. However
they’re also fun for folks who just want
some unusual eye candy in their backyard
flock!
Frizzles can be purchased from several hatcheries, including McMurray,
Welp, and Sand Hill. Generally those
available from hatcheries will be based
on Cochins. For the other breeds one
must find a breeder who specializes in the
other types, and breed clubs are a good
place to start to find such a breeder.
There are actually several genetic
types of Frizzles, which make some look
46

more extreme than others. The Frizzle
gene is an incompletely dominant Pleiotropic gene. That means that it is a single
gene that has an influence on a number
of traits within the bird, primarily phenotypic, or those that can be outwardly seen.
I don’t want to get into a too extensive
discussion of the genetics of the bird: a
really good explanation can be found in
the book Genetics of the Fowl by F.B.
Hutt. There’s also a wonderful discussion on the topic that can be found at the

T

website for the Polish Breeders Club (and
thanks go out to them for some info that
I’ve used in this article!): http://www.
polishbreedersclub.com/frizzling.htm.
The reason that Frizzles look like
puffballs is the way the mutated gene
makes their feathers curl. Normally, the
shaft of a chicken feather lies relatively
flat and smooth. With the effect of the F
gene (frizzling), the shaft of the affected
feathers actually curl or spiral, which
makes the feathers lift up and away from
the Frizzled bird’s skin. Due to the nature
of their feathers, many Frizzles do not fly
well, and their feathers are more prone to
breakage than flat feathered birds (especially females in breeding pens.)
Due to the incomplete dominance of
the gene, it’s not often that you get two
Frizzles who look exactly alike. When
breeding Frizzles, it’s best to breed a
Frizzled bird to a non-Frizzled bird. If a
Frizzle is bred to a Frizzle, you can wind
up with offspring that carry too much of
the F gene, and which are called “Curlies.” Curlies can sometimes look almost
naked, and have feathers that are weak
and break easily. So breeding Frizzles
is a task not for the faint of heart. But
if you’re willing to devote the time and
space to them that they need, you can
wind up with some really spectacular
birds, such as the ones seen in these

By the Book(s)

he American Standard of Perfection published by the American Poultry
Association states, “Frizzles are one of our odd breeds, and little is known
about their origin. Charles Darwin classes them as ‘Frizzled or Caffie Fowls—not
uncommon in India, and with feathers curling backwards and primary feathers
of wing and tail imperfect.’ The main points for exhibition purposes are the curl,
which is most pronounced on feathers not too broad; the purity of color in plumage,
correctness in leg color; i.e., yellow legs for the white, red or buff, and yellow or
willow for other varieties. A Standard breed since the first Standard in 1874.
“Frizzles may be shown in any breed and variety set forth in this Standard
of Perfection. All sections of the bird should conform to the shape description
of the breed. The plumage color should
conform to the color plumage description of the breed and variety involved.
A Frizzle of any recognized breed may
compete for class champion as provided
under the rules of the A.P.A.”
“Frizzled Bantams” from the Bantam
Standard, published by the American
Bantam Association, states, “There is no
Frizzle breed, only frizzled versions of any
breed. Frizzled bantams are common and
are shown mostly in the Cochin, Plymouth
Rock, Japanese and Polish breeds.”
Backyard Poultry

Top: A standard Polish is compared to the
Frizzle. Right: These two photos compare
the Buff Laced Frizzle Polish to a flock of
standard Buff Laced Polish birds.

photos by breeder Donna McCormick,
of Alexandria, Kentucky. Donna has
had Polish birds for 17 years, and as you
can see, works with some unusual and
strikingly colored birds. You can find her
website at http://bluegrassbantams.com/
where you can also see some of the Silkies she’s been breeding over the years.
Laura Haggarty has been working
with poultry since 2000, and her family
has had poultry and other livestock since
the early 1900s. She and her family live
on a farm in the Bluegrass region of Kentucky, where they have horses, goats, and
chickens. She is a certified 4-H leader,
co-founder and Secretary/Treasurer of
the American Buckeye Poultry Club, and
a Life Member of the ABA and the APA.
To learn more about the American
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• Energy efficient • Trouble free• No hot spot
• Will not burn • Improves circulation • Lower
stress • Improved comfort • Natural • Easily
sanitized by washing with disinfectant
• No bulbs to break • No fire hazard

Visit http://www.sweeterheater.com
to order/information.

Bantam Association, visit: www.bantamclub.com; write: P.O. Box 127, Augusta,
NJ 07822; call: (973) 383-8633 or see
their ad on page 9.

A Buff Laced Frizzle Polish cock.
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The Midget
White Turkey:

A Midget White flock
at the Miller Farm in
Sequim, Washington.
Photos by Jeannette
Beranger/ALBC,
unless
otherwise
noted.

Thinking
Outside the Box
Jeannette Beranger
American Livestock Breeds Conservancy (ALBC)

T

he Midget White turkey breed was created in the early
1960s by Dr. J. Robert Smyth at the University of Massachusetts. It was developed to meet an anticipated demand
for a small turkey, but the idea never became popular with
consumers. The market for a small turkey did not develop as predicted and resulted in keeping breeds such as the Midget White
and Beltsville White from ever becoming widely popular.
The original cross that was used in the breed’s development was between a commercial Broad Breasted White turkey
and exhibition Royal Palms obtained from Dr. Edward Buss
of Pennsylvania State University. After three generations of
Midget White turkeys, the University of Massachusetts had
to reduce its poultry holdings so the Midget White turkeys,
which were fully developed as a breed, were dispersed. At this
time, Dr. Bernie Wentworth, formerly a graduate student of Dr.
Smyth at the University of Massachusetts, had recently moved
to Wisconsin to become a faculty member of the University
of Wisconsin. He never forgot these turkeys and managed to
obtain by chance, some of Dr. Smyth’s birds (two toms and four
hens) for the university’s poultry program. At the University of
Wisconsin the white color was fixed and the fleshing of the birds
was improved. The body became completely white. The head
and neck of the birds are red in color and changeable to bluish
white. The legs and toes of the birds are pinkish white.
Dr. Wentworth continued to develop the breed selecting for
improved egg production, fertility, or hatchability. By the 90s
the Midget White toms averaged 13 lbs., hens averaged 8 lbs.
48

The hens could lay 60-80 large eggs per year that were only
three to five grams less than those of a large commercial bird.
The eggs had a hatchability of about 80%. The White Midget,
with its broad breast, has the appearance of a miniature large
commercial white turkey more so than the Beltsville White. In
comparison to the Beltsville White, the legs of Midget White’s
are shorter but the feet and toes are strong and supportive. It is
important to note that the Midget White turkey does not have
any genetic relationship to the Beltsville White.
The University of Wisconsin held the largest flock of Midget
White turkeys in the country and is largely credited in preventing the extinction of this breed. As Dr. Wentworth prepared to
retire, the university decided to disperse the flock in the late
1990s. They passed some birds to poultry hobbyists but the
majority of the flock was sent to the USDA poultry facility in
Beltsville, Maryland. The Beltsville flock was dispersed in April
of 2005 and gave the birds to poultry enthusiasts located in the
eastern U.S. The survival of this breed now lies completely in
the hands of private individuals.
One of the most endearing things about the Midget White turkey
is that they are typically extremely friendly and curious birds and
will often look for attention from their owners. They are an ideal
choice for small farm flocks. They generally stay together as a group,
especially the young which will move by flying as a flock.
When breeding these birds it is important to note that large
chicks will appear in every clutch. Because of this care must
be taken when choosing breeding stock in order to preserve the
small size of the breed. Also, this breed can have very poor feed
conversion and birds with this fault as well should be avoided
when making breeding choices.
Because of the laying abilities of the Midget White turkey,
American Livestock Breeds Conservancy (ALBC) and breeder
Bill Yockey decided
to explore the culinary potential of
the eggs. ALBC had
learned that Bill had
been experiencing
a great surplus of
eggs from his large
flock after he finished hatching for
the year. The birds
continued to lay
into the month of
November so Bill
was not sure what
to do with the numerous extras that
could not be sold
or eaten. Knowing
that turkey eggs are
somewhat rich in
taste and texture,
the idea of using
Continued development of the Midget
the eggs for pastry
White turkey resulted in improved egg
came to the fore- production, fertility, and hatchability. By
front of possibilities the 1990s the Midget White toms averaged
to solving Bill’s ex- 13 lbs., hens averaged 8 lbs., and the hens
layed 60-80 large eggs per year.
cess egg problem.
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In Memory of

Dr. J. Robert Smyth, Jr.

D

ALBC worked with Yuri
Asano, of Slow Food USA,
to try pastry recipes using
turkey eggs. Turkey eggs
excelled in dishes that called
for thick and rich texture
and taste such as pastry
creams and deviled eggs.
They were found to not
be appropriate for lighter
dishes such as Angel Food
cake. Right: The firm yolk of a turkey egg being evaluated by a
chef. Photos by Yuri Asano

After making a few phone calls, ALBC was able to recruit
the help of Yuri Asano of Slow Food USA, who just happens
to be a pastry chef by training. Yuri was delighted at the prospect of trying out pastry recipes with turkey eggs. Her excitement became contagious to others and spread to her former
instructor, French Culinary Institute’s (FCI) Director of Pastry
Arts and Baking Arts Tina Casaceli. Tina offered the use of
the institute’s facilities and students to create dishes with the
turkey eggs.
Eggs were collected and shipped by Bill Yockey and put
into Tina Casaceli’s hands. Everyone at the institute was excited to receive the eggs and eager to begin their preparation.
The chefs of the day were Yuri Asano, of Slow Food USA and
former FCI graduate, Tina Casaceli, of FCI, and FCI students
Ji Won Kim and Yo Ok Kim. Each tried several recipes with
the eggs with varying results. Judging by the chef assessments
and taster comments, turkey eggs excelled in dishes that called
for thick and rich texture and taste such as Crème Pâttisiére
(pastry cream), Crème Brulée, Crème Caramel, and Deviled
eggs. They were found to not be appropriate for lighter dishes
such as Angel Food or Génoise cake because of the heavier
texture of the eggs compared to chicken eggs.
Midget Whites are a great choice for farmers wanting to
“think outside the box” to explore both meat and egg production in the species.
The ALBC website contains a comprehensive, downloadable manual on heritage turkeys covering historic production,
modern health management, production from poult to processing, and marketing from packaging to distribution. Each
chapter contains a resource list of additional information.
For more information on the American Livestock Breeds
Conservancy visit www.albc-usa.org or see their ad on page
20.—Ed.
October/November, 2010

Dr. Bernie Wentworth

r. J. Robert (Bob) Smyth, Jr. passed away on March 22,
2010 at the age of 86. He was the son of J. Robert, Sr. a
grand old poultry Professor of the University of Maine. Bob
was married to his loving wife Evie for 61 years. Bob is survived by a daughter and four sons. Bob and Evie had a lifelong
hobby of breeding and showing American Cocker Spaniels
(kennel name ‘Smythholm’) and in their loving environment
they bred 20 champions and at least one best in show.
Dr. Smyth will be remembered for his academic and research contributions. He was so humble and gentle; he never
realized that he established a center of excellence at University
of Massachusetts for classical single-gene genetics of poultry.
This center of excellence is an important point for it can spring
up in the most unlikely places given the right times along with
the support and encouragement from colleagues and students.
Dr. Smyth wrote the chapter on plumage color genetics in
Poultry Breeding and Genetics by R. D. Crawford. This chapter
is the most frequent literature citation on single gene poultry
genetics. Dr. Smyth’s research contributions were huge. He
unraveled the ‘E” locus puzzle, found some new mutations, the
most significant being the vitiligo-amelanosis mutant (Smyth
Line) that still is a model for human genetics research. In the
late 1950s Dr. Smyth developed the Anderson turkey, an 80 lb.
large white, cost-effective bird that helped popularize turkey as
a mainstream American food source. Today’s popular backyard
Midget White turkey was also developed by Dr. Smyth.
His legacy via students, undergraduate, graduate and postdoctoral, is too extensive to enumerate their importance to
avian science and society. For many years, the Poultry Science
Association conventions would host a special session known as
“J Robert and his kids” hugely attended – and a full program.
They always attracted a prior generation of scientists (Hutt,
Cole, Warren, Kimball and many others) in front row seats.
Dr. Smyth attracted an astounding group of grad students to
U. Mass. at Amherst. It was then the place to go for classical single-gene genetics (sadly classical single-gene genetics
research came to an
end during that time).
Dr. Smyth mentored
over 36 graduate and
post-doctoral students.
At one time a former
student, the late Dr.
Bruce Glick, was one
of the ten most referenced authors in the
biological literature.
Several mainstream
current academic avian
scientists that shared
professional wisdom
with Bob include Drs.
Susan Lamont, Henry The Midget White turkey breed was
Classen and Frederick created in the early 1960s by Dr. J.
Robert Smyth Jr. Photo courtesy of
Silversides.
Raymond Boissy
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Ocellated Turkeys

Southern
Cousins
of the

USA’s Wild Turkeys

Christine Heinrichs
SPPA Historian
Photos courtesy of Sid & Beverly
Drenth
www.texaspeafowl.com

W

hirring wings flash iridescent
bronze and green as the birds
flutter out of the tropical forest
into a quiet clearing. An occasional cluck,
whistle or gobble softly indicates their
presence, otherwise hardly noticeable as
they scratch for seeds among the grasses,
their bright blue heads held down. They
are Ocellated turkeys, southern cousins
of the Yucatan to our North American
Wild turkeys.
Males and females are similar in
plumage, unlike North American turkeys. Their name refers to the blue and
bronze ocelli on their tails, eye-shaped
markings such as peacocks display on
theirs. Males are an inch or so taller
and half again heavier than females.
Their dark red legs are six inches or
longer, compared with the females’ less
than five inches. Males weigh 11 to 12
pounds, compared to 6 to 7 pounds for
females most of the year. The females
get up to 8 pounds before egg-laying
season in the spring.
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Males grow spurs, half an inch in
their first year, an inch and a half as two
year olds, and two inches or longer as
mature birds. Those who have heard the
calls, foot-drumming and wing-beats find
them difficult to describe, but the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology’s Macaulay Library
has several recordings available online,
http://macaulaylibrary.org/browse/com-

Ocellated turkeys have a blue-colored
head and neck with distinctive orange to
red nodules, which are more pronounced
on males. Neither sex has a beard. The
head of the male also has a fleshy blue
crown behind the snood. During breeding
season, this crown becomes enlarged
and the coloring of the nodules is more
pronounced. Note also the bright red eyering, which also becomes more pronounced
during breeding season.

mon/12008953. Linda Macaulay narrates
the recordings she made in 1997.
Their blue heads are dotted with
round orange to red fleshy nodules,
more pronounced on males than females.
Plumage is iridescent bronze-green with
bluish gray tail feathers, sporting those
bright blue eyes. No chance of mistaking
this colorful forest bird for a Thanksgiving turkey.
As showy as they are, they were –
and are still—eaten by locals. The Maya
valued Ocellated turkeys for ceremonial
banquets. Occupants of the palace at
Mayapan, occupied for centuries before
Europeans arrived, ate enough of them
that 70 percent of the identifiable bones
excavated from the site are from Ocellated turkeys. Although the Ocellated
turkey was never domesticated as the
wild turkey was, the bones at this site
show the increased size that suggests they
were kept captive and fattened. On the
island of Cozumel, where the Spanish and
the Maya first met, both Ocellated and
domesticated turkeys were eaten.
Now their status is Near Threatened.
The National Wild Turkey Federation
hopes that with some attention, the species can recover, as North American Wild
turkeys have.
“It’s a beautiful bird, a charismatic
animal,” said Jon McRoberts, lead researcher for a group from Texas Tech
University, National Wild Turkey Federation, the Mexican government’s SEMARNAT conservation agency, (http://
www.semarnat.gob.mx/Pages/inicio.
aspx), and the Union of Wildlife Management Areas studying Ocellated turkeys
in their native habitat. “It’s difficult for
folks to think of it in the sights of sport
hunters, but the value hunting creates is
saving the lives of these birds.”
McRoberts is doing the basic research to determine population levels,
range, habitat needs and other information to earn his Ph.D. from Texas Tech
University in Lubbock. 2010 was his first
of four planned field seasons. He spent
six months in Campeche, Mexico, returning to Lubbock to organize and analyze
the data he collected in the field. His
work will provide the basis for planning
the Ocellated turkeys’ future.
He’s using radio collars to track
the birds, on a large private ranch in
Campeche and in the agricultural lands
around Cano Cruz, a small town. Both
sites provide examples of different
Backyard Poultry

kinds of habitat, the open grasslands and
tropical jungle. Different locales require
different capture methods. On the open
fields, he uses a cannon net. In the jungle,
he uses flexible cloth netting traps baited
with corn. He checks the traps three
times a day to avoid injury or distress
to the birds.
“As investigators, we have a responsibility to make sure that the birds are not
in the trap any longer than necessary,”
he says.
The Mexican state of Campeche on
the Yucatan Peninsula is economically
poor. Locals hunt the birds to feed the
family. Managing the Ocellated turkeys
for sport hunting is intended to bring
North American dollars to the region.
“Sportsmen will pay several thousand
dollars to come down here and hunt,”
McRoberts says. “The local people will
see that the bird has more value than one
night’s meal.”
He thinks the population is already
large enough to support some hunting, although he doesn’t yet have the data to support that. He saw flocks of over 300 during
the 2010 field season. As North American
Wild turkeys recovered from over-hunting

The Ocellated turkey is easily
distinguished from its North American
cousin. The body feathers of both sexes
are an iridescent bronze-green color.
Hens may appear duller in color with
more green than bronze. The breast
feathers of the sexes do not differ so they
cannot be used to determine the sex.
Right: Tail feathers are bluish-gray with
eye-shaped, blue-bronze spots near the
end, followed by bright gold tips and
resemble peacock feathers.
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that decimated the population, he believes
Ocellated turkeys can, too.
“So much is unknown,” he said. “I get
the idea they are doing pretty well.”
Tourists often see Ocellated turkeys
$20 membership - Benefits include:
at Mayan archaeological sites. The birds
there have become habituated to humans,
2010 is the year to join!
allowing people to approach to within
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Because Ocellated turkeys are listed
as Near Threatened on the Convention in
International Trade in Endangered Species,
special permits are required to bring trophy
birds back to the U.S. However, no permits
are needed to purchase or keep live birds.
Sid Drenth keeps several pairs at his Fantasia Ranch in Weatherford, Texas.
He finds them flighty and wild. To
avoid disturbing them, he houses them in
a pen protected by large shrubs. Because
he paid $800-$1,500 each for them, he
doesn’t want to risk losing them to accidents.
“Anything that walks by can spook
them,” he said.
Beautiful as they are, they’re too
wild and sensitive to make good backyard birds. Drenth has never been able
to breed them successfully, despite his
experience with other exotic birds. He
keeps peafowl, cranes, ibises, curassows
and other African birds. Few people ask
to buy one from him.
“If this is something you really like,
be prepared for a loss,” he said.
Several zoos in the South and Southwest have Ocellated turkeys on display.
Few of them have bred the birds successfully, either.
Their stunning plumage decorates
the trees of the Yucatan jungle, delicately
venturing onto the open grass to eat and
breed. Perhaps that’s enough for this
unusual native American turkey.

www.farminnovators.com

Christine Heinrichs is the author of
How to Raise Chickens and How to
Raise Poultry, which focus on raising
traditional breeds in small flocks. As
historian for SPPA, she maintains the
collection of antique books and magazines, which she consults for research.
Christine shares a wealth of information
on her blog at http://poultrybookstore.
blogspot.com. Her books are available
from the Backyard Poultry bookstore
on page 28.
Learn more about the Society for
the Preservation of Poultry Antiquities
(SPPA) from their ad on page 42.
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Breeding:

Culling for Breed
Diversity

Why Breed? Why Cull?

M

Don Schrider
Virginia

any of us enjoy having chickens in our backyards. We
enjoy the fresh eggs, and the
sense of pride we get when sharing them.
We enjoy the comical daily escapades
of our flocks—watching the chickens
go after treats, pullets leaping for joy,
cockerels learning to crow, or roosters
trying to take charge of every little thing.
We enjoy the simplicity this small act of
agriculture plays in connecting us with
the fundamentals of life.
Still fewer of us engage the process
a step further—continuing the natural
cycle we are touching with reproduction.
After all, why would we need to? Commercial hatcheries offer us a choice of
breeds that can be delivered right to our
doorstep. Little do we realize the great
value and importance our full participation can have for the future of poultry
breeds and for our children.
How do breeds become rare? Breeds
become rare when their popularity wanes
because fewer people are actively engaged in the reproductive cycle. This can
happen because valuable qualities are
not appreciated, because something new
came along and is attracting attention,
because qualities are poorly maintained,
or because it is easier for people to obtain
what they want without being engaged in
the entire process.
Even popular breeds suffer when few
people are engaged in their reproduction.
To understand this you need only understand that a large number of animals does
not equal a large or diverse pool of genes
for that population. Imagine what would
happen if everyone showing at your local county fair had bought the same kind
of chicks from the same hatchery. There
would be differences from care and feeding, but otherwise all the birds would look
much the same. Now imagine that one
54

person bought their stock from a different
source, the top breeder for that breed. You
can make a good guess who would likely
win that show. That these birds would be
clearly different from the rest is the point.
One hundred small flocks, of the same
variety of poultry, breeding their own
stock, is much more genetically healthful
for the breed than one large flock producing all the stock. How can this be true? Because diversity, that much overlooked tool
of breeding, is needed to ensure viability
into the future of any population.
When I participated with the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy’s
(ALBC) Buckeye Recovery Project, I
was tasked with the goal of demonstrating breed production trait recovery while
also maintaining genetic diversity. To be
a success, the methods used needed to be
easily learned, so that other people could
apply them to other breeds.
We used old fashioned, hands-on selection. This was practical knowledge most
poultrymen used when rare breeds were
not rare and were the source of our eggs
and meat. Hands-on selection, a.k.a. Hogan
Testing or Production Judging, was applied
to select the next generation of breeders.

Silver Laced Wyandottes are productive
egg layers and very meaty birds suited
to northern climates. As beautiful as
they are, only about one-in-ten males are
needed for reproduction.

It is an educational and joyful experience
to watch a hen raise her chicks - even
when they did not come from her eggs.
Here a Silver Leghorn hen is raising young
Buckeye chicks.

(See the article “How to get more eggs!,”
April/May 2010 Backyard Poultry.)
But we also used the 10% rule, applied
in a unique way, to select birds that would
represent progress. The 10% rule basically
states that 1 chicken out of every 10 will
be superior for any given trait.
Most books on breeding, and many
breeders, suggest keeping for breeding
only the top quality animals. In fact it
is often suggested to cull out the inferior stock, weeding out entire bloodlines
that prove less satisfactory than the best
bloodlines. What is missing is intelligent
consideration for the diversity that is also
being culled out.
What we did in the ALBC Buckeye
Recovery Project, and what I have been
doing with my Leghorns for decades, is
to keep the top 10% from each mating
and not simply the top 10% overall. The
difference often confuses people, but
in reality it is simple. If I kept only the
top 10% overall I would likely keep no
chicks from some matings and more than
10% from others. Over time this would
reduce diversity in the population and
inbreeding depression would surface.
The modern method of breeding is
essentially that of reducing diversity.
When a large number of people are actively making breeding decisions for
their own flocks, reduction of diversity
has little impact to the breed overall. This
is because diversity in selection is still
part-and-parcel by nature of the number
of individuals applying selection and the
number of breeding groups being used.
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Marjorie Bender, Don Schrider, Doug Empie, and Charles Gupton compare Buckeye
pullets to pick the best to retain as breeders. Photos courtesy of Jeannette Beranger/
ALBC.

But when few people are actively maintaining breeding flocks, or when many
breeders all source their new males from
the same source, even large populations
can become inbred.
So we “100 small flocks” can make
a huge positive impact on our favorite
breeds by actively seeking to hatch a
few chicks each year. There are benefits
to our families and children too. Imagine
the wonder of watching chicks warming
themselves under a hen, or the other social interactions of a flock with chicks.
Lessons can be learned about poultry
reproduction and about proper selection
practices and their application. Plus there
is a great deal of satisfaction having raised
your own chickens.
One aspect of breeding your own
chickens is that some must be culled.
Before I go any further, let’s look at the
natural state of things. Chickens are tasty:
every predator seems to know this. Nature
has so equipped the chicken that it reproduces a fairly large number of offspring
each year. This is a survival mechanism
that helps prey animal populations survive
predation. Also, about 50% of your chicks
are going to be boys. In nature, only a few
males get to reproduce while the weaker
males are driven to the outskirts of the
population—generally making them more
vulnerable to predation.
We should be prepared to make
culling decisions for the best long-term
interests of the flock. This means that individuals with poorly developed skeletal
October/November, 2010

structure, poorly developed circulatory
systems, or poorly developed nervous
systems need to be culled from the general population. We should only retain
those individuals that develop these three
systems properly. In the case of young
males, we likely need keep only one or
two; so we should be the most critical in
selection of the males.
Once we have selected our “keepers”
we next must dispose of the culls. There
are many opinions on what to do with
these birds so there is room for some personal choices. My mentor’s father killed
his culls. His thinking was simply that doing otherwise would amount to dumping
inferior birds onto someone else’s “lap.”
Some people send theirs to auction. Some
sell to “chicken buyers” who often supply
special markets, like the ethnic market
for chickens with colored feathers. Some
give away chickens, even trying to find

homes for all the boys. Many of us raise
our cull birds for the table and thus enjoy
the benefit of chicken that is healthier and
more flavorful than what is available in
the supermarket.
Almost all poultry breeds are rare to
some extent. Taking the time to engage
your family in the whole life-cycle of a
poultry breed is an educational and beneficial undertaking. Breeding your own
chickens and sharing your stock with
your neighbors will go a great way to
helping your favorite breed survive.
Remember: the simple act of people
liking, valuing, and supporting a breed
almost guarantees its success. The
simple act of actively participating in
the breeding of the breed does guarantee
success.
Text copyright Don Schrider, 2010.
All rights reserved.
Don Schrider is a nationally recognized poultry breeder and expert. He
has written for publications such as
Backyard Poultry, Countryside and Small
Stock Journal, Mother Earth News, Poultry Press, and the newsletter and poultry
resources of the American Livestock
Breeds Conservancy.

Without a mate these beautiful Dominique
hens will not be able to contribute their
genes to the next generation.
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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Homestead Poultry
Butchering

B

Harvey Ussery
www.themodernhomestead.us
Photos by Michael Focazio

utchering skills are almost essential for anyone serious about keeping an ongoing
homestead flock. Whether you breed your own stock or buy day-olds straight run,
you face a large surplus of males for whom there is no long-term place in the flock.
Even if you keep a flock of hens only, they usually cease or greatly decline in egg production long before the end of their natural lives. Maintaining them “on welfare” is a fine
option if you are keeping “pet chickens,” but hardly a practical choice for those tending their flock as part of a productive homestead.
Whatever your reasons for culling the flock, you will find that the meat from your own birds is orders of magnitude superior to the
remains of the sad creatures from concentration-camp industrial poultry production.
Flock keepers often try to find someone else to do their culling chores for a fee. Most people find, however, that individuals
interested in providing such a service are few and far between. I expect there may be a growing number of small custom butchering services in the future—even “mobile processing units” that arrive on site and butcher, leaving neat packages for the freezer
behind—but at the moment most homesteaders are stuck with doing their own butchering.
It is easiest to learn butchering skills working with someone more experienced. In lieu of that better option, I hope you will
find the following guide useful. Read it thoroughly, study the pictures, and don’t be discouraged if there are points that do not
make sense. When you have your bird on the butchering table, you will recognize key anatomical features from the pictures, and
obscure points from the text will become clear. It can be helpful to work with a partner who assists with point-by-point reference
to the guide, while you do the hands-on work. Good luck.

Some General
Observations
Starving the birds

I strongly recommend isolating birds
to be slaughtered overnight without feed.
(Provide water free choice.) The brief
starving of the birds clears the gastrointestinal tract, making for easier, less
messy butchering.

Chill!

Be prepared to chill the carcasses as
you complete them. You can ice them
down in a cooler, or pop them into the
refrigerator after each bird is finished,
but do think of freshly dressed poultry
as highly perishable.

Butchering waterfowl

This guide focuses on butchering
chickens. Processing geese and ducks is
anatomically quite similar, but there are
thousands more feathers in these species. You pay your dues when you dress
waterfowl!

Remember your pets

We believe that raw meat is excellent,
health-promoting food for our dog Nyssa.
I reserve the necks, hearts, gizzards, and
lungs for her, making up little packages
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to freeze for future meals. (Yes, I know
you’ve been cautioned never to feed
chicken bones to dogs. That’s excellent
advice, with reference to long bones [thigh
bones, drumstick bones], cooked bones,
and bones from commercial chicken
generally [which are poorly mineralized,
softer than homestead chicken bones, and
apt to break into long dangerous splinters].
Raw chunky neck bones have never been
the slightest problem for Nyssa. Chewing
them helps keep her teeth and gums clean
and healthy; and they are unmatched for
promoting good bowel function.)

Packaging

If promptly chilled, freshly dressed
poultry can be held up to a week in the
refrigerator. If you do plan to keep it
that long, though, do not keep it tightly
wrapped in plastic. Instead, set it on a
plate and loosely cover with wax paper
or freezer paper. When packaging for the
freezer, use zip-seal freezer bags or freezer
paper, in either case expelling all the air
you possibly can from inside the package.
My preferred option is the use of a kitchen
model heat sealer/vacuum packager, which
eliminates air from the package entirely,
and maximizes keeping time. When possible, I freeze birds whole, and cut them
up after thawing. Not only do whole birds

store better, they present fewer sharp edges
of bone to puncture the wrapping.

Use it all

You honor the bird who has made
such a contribution to your homestead
by utilizing it to the maximum extent
possible, minimizing the parts you define
as “waste.” Learn to make stock from
what I call the “spare parts.” Learn to
love liver.

Set-up and Equipment

The key operations are: killing the
bird, scalding, plucking, and eviscerating.
Set-up requires at a minimum a scalder
of some sort, a work table, cutting tools,
and running water. You can work indoors
if you like, but I prefer to work outside,
setting my work table in the sun if the
day is cool, and in the shade of a big
white oak if it is hot. I use a 15-gallon
fiberglass scalder heated by a thermostatically controlled electric element—
just like in an electric water heater. (I
encased it in 2-inch foam insulation for
greater efficiency.) You can use instead
a large enameled canner (as shown in
the “Dunking” picture) on stove top or
portable burner. I also use a mechanical
plucker featuring a drum driven by an
electric motor, into which are set many
Backyard Poultry

About Cutting Tools and
Knife Technique

Harvey’s butchering set-up includes a
15-gallon electric scalder and mechanical
plucker and a work table with
accessories.

stiff rubber “fingers” that “slap” the
feathers off the bird as the drum rotates.
The considerable expense of a mechanical plucker would likely only be justified
if you process a lot of birds, but a plucker
does speed up the operation considerably.
(See sidebar, "Pick Your Plucker.")
You will be more comfortable using a
table at a good working height. My father
and I put mine together from scrap lumber, a double stainless steel sink donated
by a friend, and a single stainless steel
sink with drain board which I picked up
at a junk yard for four bucks. (For use
when friends join me for slaughter day,
I put together insets for the sink wells to
provide additional work surfaces. They
are simply small synthetic cutting boards
screwed onto wooden “feet.”) Note the
supply hose hooked onto the leg of the
table. The pistol-grip sprayer is just
the thing for that quick splash of water
whenever needed.
I like to have on hand a tray (for carrying dressed carcasses into the house for
chilling in the refrigerator) and a stainless
steel bowl with a lid to hold the usable
“innards” until I get them inside. And of
course, the homestead revolves around
5-gallon buckets. I use them under the
table to catch the rinse water (so the
area doesn’t become a muddy mess), and
position them on either side of each work
station, to catch feathers and offal.
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Do yourself a favor and invest in good
cutting tools. (Yes, the good ones are expensive.) One of my greatest frustrations in
my butchering workshops is the wretched
cutlery many students bring to do the work.
Knives that are badly designed, or that will
not take or hold a keen edge, are clumsy
and fatiguing to use—and of course, a
dull tool is always more dangerous than
a sharp one, because of the greater force
required to cut with it. You will of course
discover your own preferences for cutting
tools. I prefer two knives: One with a thin,
flexible, 3-inch blade for more delicate cuts
(e.g., around the crop); and the other with a
stiff, heavier, 6-inch blade for more hefty,
resistant cuts. I recommend a good pair of
shears as well (for cutting off the neck).
Poultry shears vary tremendously in quality, and I have broken at least half a dozen
over the years. After eventually breaking
the spring on the best model I ever found
(the black-handled “Soft Touch” shears in
the picture), I lost patience and bought a
Felco No. 2 pruner (red handles). Don’t
expect I’ll ever break that one.
Let me emphasize two points about
knife technique, based on the most common mistakes I see beginners make. Never
use the point of the knife when cutting. All
the cuts you need to make are slicing cuts,
some of them rather delicate (to avoid
piercing the entrails), so always use the
edge of the blade—and keep it sharp! You
may have wondered about my preference
for a stainless steel work surface, having
expected a chopping-board surface designed for contact with the blade. Using
my methods, the blade need never come
in contact with the work surface. Either
make downward cuts from above, so the
carcass itself prevents contact of blade and
work surface; or pull on the part to be cut,
using the weight of the attached carcass to
create tension, and make your cut against
that tension (rather than sawing or chopping down onto the work surface, as when
using a cutting board).

Killing the Bird

The killing of the bird is typically the
most difficult part of the process, emotionally and psychologically. Naturally you
will want to do the job as quickly and
humanely as possible. I use three methods.
(Please note that, whatever method you
choose, it is essential that the bird bleed
out completely. The dressed bird will not

Quality cutting tools are essential.

keep nearly as well, nor taste as good, if
the blood remains in the muscle tissue.)

The chopping block

A solid, stable round from a log makes
a good chopping block. Drive a couple of
large nails into the block, between which
the bird’s head can be positioned as you pull
on the feet. Under such restraint, the bird
is unlikely to continue struggling. Don’t
be rushed—pull on the feet, stretching out
the neck, take a breath, and steady yourself
for a decisive blow of the hatchet that takes
off the bird’s head with one whack. Hold it
away from you and near the ground, so the
blood will drain without spattering.

The chopping block.

The killing cone

A killing cone made of sheet metal is
a useful accessory. Hang it on the side of
an outbuilding or a tree. Insert the head
through the hole at the bottom of the cone,
pulling it to stretch out the neck and draw
the wings and legs more tightly into the
confinement of the cone. Use your sharpest knife to make a quick, decisive cut just
below the “jaw.” It is important to note
that you sever the jugular vein only, not
the wind pipe (resulting in less stress for
the bird). Allow the bird to bleed out thoroughly, guarding against a final spasm at
the end that might flip it out of the cone.

English method

You can kill the bird by what I’ve seen
referred to as the “English” method, if it
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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The killing cone.

is young enough for you to break the head
off the neck. (I find birds at the fryer-broiler
stage, and most old hens, easy to kill with
this method. I cannot break the necks of
mature cocks, ducks, or geese, so for those
birds I use the cone or the chopping block
instead.) Holding the head of the bird in
the clutched fist of your strong hand, and
the feet in the other, brace the bird over one
thigh, and pretend you are going to pull it
apart. At the right point of tension (which
you can only learn by experience), give a
sharp twist-snap downward-outward, and
the head will separate completely from the
neck. Hold the bird out away from your
body until its spasms subside. (You will
likely find this method difficult the first
time you try it, and mistakenly conclude

The English method. (Note use of mask to
prevent inhalation of dander.)
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you are not strong enough to make it
work. Trust me: It is not a matter of brute
strength, but of technique—that is, proper
action in the wrist. The first time the head
comes off—so easily, really, with a sort of
liquid giving-way—will be something of a
surprise.) An advantage of this method is
that the bird does bleed out, but the blood
is retained inside the skin of the neck—thus
less messy. Note, however, it is essential
that the head actually break away from the
neck for this method to work—when that
happens, the jugular vein is severed as well,
and the bird bleeds out properly. It is possible to kill the bird simply through trauma
to the spinal cord, but without breaking the
jugular, resulting in a dead bird that has not
properly bled out. Squeeze the skin of the
neck between the head and the end of the
neck: If you don’t feel a completely flacid,
“empty balloon” space there at least big
enough to insert three fingers, you have not
properly broken off the head.

About Using a Mask

If you find that your sinuses are heavily congested after slaughtering, especially
during the night, use a good dust mask to
filter out the poultry dander kicked loose
during the killing phase (and the plucking
phase as well, if you are using a mechanical plucker). The one I use is the Respro
Sportsta Mask, extremely effective, and
comfortable enough to wear for all dusty
chores on the homestead.

Scalding

The key to an easy pluck is a good
scald. Note that scalding temperature is
nowhere near the boiling point. I set my
thermostatically controlled scalder to 145°
F, and that is a good temperature to aim for
if your scalding container is over a stove
top or burner. However, it is not really
necessary to use a thermometer to measure
the temperature. Just stick in a finger. Can
you immerse the finger without getting a
burn, but you cannot hold the finger in
for more than a second without burning?
That’s proper scalding temperature. Note
that overscalding (either through too high
temperature or scalding too long) starts to
cook the skin, which then tears when you
pluck. Underscalding, on the other hand,
fails to loosen the feathers sufficiently,
and they are difficult to pluck. No exact
formula can be given for scald time—how
long to scald depends on the age of the
bird, the species, the point in the plumage
cycle, probably the phase of the moon.

Above: Scalding the bird.
Below: Testing the scald.

You will learn only through experience
when “enough is enough” in the scalder.
Add a few drops of liquid soap to
the scalder (to break the surface tension
of the water and increase penetration to
the skin). Put the bird into the hot water
and use some sort of “poke” to agitate
the bird up and down. After a minute or
less use your poke (I use an old 3-prong
cultivator missing one tine) to snag a leg.
Pinch-squeeze the scaly covering of the
shank: When that covering breaks loose
from the skin of the leg, remove the bird
from the scald, and dunk in cold water.
(The dunk stops the skin from overheating from the residual heat in the water
under the feathers.)

Plucking

If you’ve scalded properly, it will be
easy to remove the feathers in handfuls.
It’s better to start with the largest feathers
(wings and tail), since they are the ones
that start resisting pulling out first as
the follicles cool. If you process a lot of
birds, a mechanical plucker like the one

Dunking
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Above: Plucking by hand.
Below: Using a mechanical plucker.

pictured will speed up the process. It will
snatch the pajamas off your bird in half
a minute flat.

Cleaning the Feet

If you don’t save the feet, don’t ever
tell anybody you learned butchering
from me! Always save the feet. They are
a valuable addition to the stockpot, yielding collagen, which is beneficial for the
entire digestive tract. Remember how you
used the scaly covering of the shank to
test the scald? Simply continue with the
same pinching-pulling action to pull the
covering off leg and toes like a glove. Be
sure to pinch tightly and pull the toenails
as well, and the cuticles will pop off easily. The result is a pristine foot you will
be proud to have in your stockpot.

you can cut leg or neck any way you like.)
Therefore, you should not use your shears
to cut through the joint at the hock (corresponding to our knee) to remove the
leg. Instead, hold the foot and pretend you
are going to break the leg sideways at the
hock. The resulting tension on the joint
makes it easy to slice through the skin
and find the cartilage-padded interstice
between thigh and leg bones. Once the
edge of your blade has found that space,
it is easy to continue cutting through skin,
connective tissue, tendon—anything but
bone—until the leg is cut away.

Cutting off the leg.

a semi-translucent membranous pouch
(to the right of the bird’s neck) in which
the bird stores its food for pre-processing,
before passing it on to the gizzard. Because you wisely starved your slaughter
birds overnight, the crop is empty and
this step is not messy. If the crop is full,
it is no great problem—the contents will
spill over the top of the carcass and the

Above: The crop (empty if the bird has
been properly starved).
Below: If the bird was not starved, the full
crop may spill its contents.

Head (Not pictured)

Unless you chopped off the head, at
this point you will need to remove it. If
you used “English” method, cut through
that “empty balloon” segment of neck
skin with a knife. If you used a killing
cone the head will still be attached, so
cut it off with your shears.
The head can also be reserved for the
stockpot if you like. Pull off the feathers,
rub the coating off the skin of comb and
wattles, and pinch hard on the beak—the
horny cuticle will pop off (as with the
toenail cuticles earlier).

Crop, Windpipe &
Esophagus

Start the evisceration at the skin
where neck joins breast. Using your small
knife, slice through the skin on the left
side, and continue slicing through skin
(only) to make a full circle around the
neck. As you slice, you expose the crop,

Above: Separate crop, esophagus,
windpipe, and skin from the neck.
Below: Cut all that tubular stuff off as
close as you can to where it enters the
body cavity.

Cleaning the feet.

Leg

This is the first point to take care to
avoid sharp edges of cut bone, which
could puncture the wrapping you use for
freezing your bird. (If cooking it right
away, of course, the point is moot, and
October/November, 2010

Starting the evisceration.
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work surface, but a thorough rinse will
whisk them away.
Force a thumb between the neck and
everything attached to it—the crop (in
the process pulling it free from the top
of the breast meat), the esophagus, and
the windpipe. Pull all that free of the
neck. Separate the neck skin from the
three tube-like elements and reserve it
for the stockpot as well. Then pull on
the tube-y things and cut them off as
close as you can to where they enter the
body cavity.

Cutting the Neck

Do not leave a “stub” when you cut
off the neck—that would leave jagged
edges of sheared bone that may poke
through your wrapping later. Instead,
force the blades of your shears around the
neck but well up between the shoulders
of the wings. After your cut, the sheared
edges will be protected from the wrapping by the shoulders.

The oil gland removed.

Opening the Body Cavity

Lay the bird on its back and make a
shallow slicing cut into the abdomen, just
beyond the end of the keel (breastbone).
Cut through skin and fascia (the translucent membrane surrounding the inner
organs) only. Remember good knife technique: Avoid poking at the skin with the
point of the knife—the bird’s intestines
are millimeters below.
Sooner or later, you will have a slip of
the knife and a nick of the intestine, spilling
some of its contents into the body cavity.
Do not despair—even with such a mishap,
your home butchering is vastly more sanitary than the filthy conditions under which
commercial poultry is processed. After
eviscerating, simply do a more thorough
rinse of the interior cavity than usual.

Cutting off the neck.

Removing the Oil Gland

If it remains on the carcass, the oil
gland (which secretes oil the bird uses
in preening its feathers) may affect the
flavor of your cooked bird. To remove it,
start slightly forward of the little nipple
of the gland and simply slice down vertically until hitting bone. Then turn the
edge of the blade toward the end of the
tail and make a scooping cut to slice off
the nipple and the two fatty lobes of the
gland beneath.

Cutting away the oil gland.
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Insert two fingers from either direction.

A stout pull opens the body cavity
completely.

it away from the vent, being careful to
avoid backwash into the body cavity.

Heart

Reach as far as you can into the body
cavity to find an organ that feels like a
large grape—the heart. Hook two fingers
around it and pull it out. Squeezing out
the remaining coagulated blood, rinse it
and set aside (I use the steel mixing bowl
with lid which I mentioned), along with
the neck and feet and other good things
you will be saving.

Slice through skin and fascia only to make
a small opening into the abdomen.

Make the cut into the abdomen just
big enough to hook two fingers from
either direction, and give a stout pull,
tearing a larger hole in the skin and fully
opening the interior cavity.
Please note that the pressure exerted
on the intestinal tract at this point can
cause what I call a “poop attack,” the
forcing out of some residual fecal material from the cloaca. A poop attack is
likely to happen only if the bird was
not properly starved in preparation for
slaughter, but you can guard against it
any time by hanging the vent end of the
bird over a drain when you pull open the
carcass. If there is an expulsion, rinse

Reach in as far as you can…
and pull out the heart.
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Liver

Reach again into the body cavity, fingers and hand encircling the gastrointestinal
tract. The fingernails lead the way, tight to
the rib cage, finding the seam between the
chest wall and the ropy tubes of the tract and
other organs, the large purple-red ball of the
gizzard filling your grasp like a slippery
apple. Grip all and pull. The tract and the
organs pull free in one mass—connected
only at the base of the abdomen—which
you allow to hang over your drain.

Pulling out the entrails as an unbroken
“package.”

The liver is the large reddish organ
beside the gizzard. The clear tissue connecting it to the other organs is easily torn
away with the fingers to leave it attached
at one point only—to a small, dark-green
sack the shape and size of a caterpillar—the
bile sack. The bile it contains is essential for
the birdʼs digestion of fats, but is extremely
bitter. Sacrifice a bit of the liver as you pare
it away from its connection to the bile sack
with your small knife. If on occasion you do
have a spillage of bile, rinse with more than
usual thoroughness and proceed.

Incidentally, note the picture of this cut
as an example of proper knife technique:
The weight of the hanging gizzard is used
to put a little tension on the connection between liver and bile sack, allowing the cut
to be made against that tension, rather than
against the steel work surface. Of course,
the blade must be sharp, to enable cutting
against such a tiny bit of tension.
The liver of a young, healthy bird (on
the right in the comparative picture) is
plump, dark red, glistening. Such a liver
is extremely nutritious—rich in fat-soluble
vitamins (especially A and D), antioxidants, and essential fatty acids—and most
delicious if cooked quite rare. The liver of
an old bird (on the left in the picture)—
equally healthy, equally well fed—is usually pale brown, indicating longer service
as the bird’s major metabolic filter. While
I honor this liver for the good work it has
done, I do not eat such livers.

Gizzard

The gizzard is a large, muscular
organ with a tough interior pouch, filled
with bits of rock. In lieu of chewing its
food, the chicken processes it inside the
gizzard, using the grinding stones and
digestive enzymes. One tube goes in, one
comes out. Cut off both, flush with the
surface of the gizzard.
If you wish, you can cut through the
muscle around the inner pouch, and peel
the muscle mass away from the tough
liner, leaving a butterfly-shaped cleaned
gizzard. I usually prefer to cut away the
muscle tissue in small bite-size pieces instead, keeping the blade’s edge away from
the interior pouch and leaving it intact.

them, are a real treat: We add the small
yolks to soup or broth just before serving (so they are just warmed through),
and use the completed eggs as we do
any other eggs.

You will find numerous egg yolks, even
fully formed eggs, in most hens.

Especially in a hen (and even more so
in hens slaughtered in the fall), you will
find a deposit of glistening, yellow fat at
the lower end of the body cavity. This fat is
easily rendered into high quality cooking
fat. (Simply cut the fat into small pieces
and heat in a heavy pan over low flame
until the fat liquefies, strain, and store in
small jars in refrigerator or freezer.)

A deposit of body fat is easily rendered
into high quality cooking fat.

Cutting Away the Entrails

What a neat trick you’ve pulled off!
You’ve drawn away all the interior structures without spilling stuff-we-don’t-wanton-our-meat, and now they’re hanging
Cutting the liver from the bile sack.
Cutting away the gizzard.

Eggs and Fat Deposits

Livers of old bird and young bird
compared.
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If the bird you are butchering is a
hen, you may well find inside a number
of egg yolks of various sizes, or even
a fully developed egg. (The one in the
picture is a finished egg ready to be laid,
but is still inside the oviduct.) These
“unborn eggs,” as my wife Ellen calls

To cut away the vent intact, start with a
cut on one side…
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from the vent in one long, intact package.
What now to complete the separation?
Hang all that ropy stuff to one side of the
vent, and position your blade on the other
side, between the vent and the sharp point
of the pubic bone. Simply slice down until
the blade hits bone. Now move the ropy
stuff to the side of the vent where you
just made your cut, and repeat the cut on
the opposite side. Pull on the entrails, and
slice under the vent itself, leaving it intact
along with its connection to the end of the
intestinal tract (the cloaca).

then on the other…

Lungs

Reach into the cavity one final time
and remove the lungs. Again, lead with
the fingernails as you follow the curve of
the rib cage, finding the seam between rib

and end with a slicing cut beneath the vent.

Popping out the lungs can be a bit tricky.

and lung, and lift the spongy lung tissue
free. This step takes some practice, and
can be a bit tricky—it’s not unusual for
the lungs to shred, and resist coming free
easily. Don’t worry—leaving a little lung
tissue is no problem. I like to remove
them to make a neater carcass.

Congratulations!

Give a final rinse, inside and out,
and admire the creature who has made
so generous a contribution to your homestead, now ready to grace your table.
Don’t forget to say “Thank you!”
Reprinted from Aug./Sept., 2006
Text © Harvey Ussery; themodernhomestead.us.
Harvey Ussery and his wife Ellen live
on 2-1/2 acres near the Blue Ridge in
northern Virginia. They produce much of
their own food—including all their eggs
and dressed poultry from a mixed pastured flock—and offer their homestead as
model and inspiration to others aspiring
to the homesteading life. Visit his website
at www.themodernhomestead.us.
Harvey is writing a book, The Modern Homestead Poultry Flock, to be
published next year by Chelsea Green
Publishing.

Call for your FREE 2009-2010 Catalog

CALL FOR YOUR FREE 2009 - 2010 CATALOG
CALL 1-877-355-7727
or order online at:
www.foyspetsupplies.com

America’s Oldest Bird Supply Company!

3185 Bennett’s Run Road
Beaver Falls, Pa 15010

jgagne@zoominternet.net
- Coop questions, health questions, etc.
foyspigeon@zoominternet.net
- All correspondence, please.

All orders received by 2:00 P.M., shipped
same day (on instock items only)
or a 15% discount on your next order.
Offer expires 30 days after shipping date.

Automatic Doorkeeper

Nanny Brooder

What a great product! Used in Europe for years. Foy’s is
proud to be your distributor in North America. Foy’s truly
believes that many different uses will be found for this
Electronic Doorkeeper. Cat and dog owners may use it to
open and close an entrance to the dog house, garage or
out building. Poultry fanciers may want to use it to allow
the flock to go outside and then close it when it gets dark.
Pigeon fanciers will be able to allow a door to open at
dawn and close it at a chosen time later. Pigeon racers
may use it when flying the darkening system, or perhaps
if you have a special use, you can let us know. This
automatic control device can be used wherever a vertical sliding gate is to be opened and
close to respond to light conditions at dawn and dusk. The sensitivity of the system is
adjustable. Vertical sliding gate is to be opened and closed to respond to light conditions at
dawn and dusk. The sensitivity of the system is adjustable. Using one of our timers, it is not
only possible to open and close the sliding gate according to the time setting or to open and
close it in response to light conditions, but it is also easy to set a maximum for the closing time.

We recognize that many of our
customers are small flock
breeders who do not need or
can not justify the purchase of a
large and expensive brooder.
This all inclusive brooder is
large enough to handle the
needs of most small flocks of
chickens, quail, etc. The red
base, which collects the
droppings, is 24" diameter x 2 "
deep. The brooder fits into the
dropping pan and is easily lifted
off for cleaning. The white
round brooder has a
plastic coated removable wire
floor. The wire floor grill is 1/2" x
1/2". The top of the brooder is a
lift-off plastic coated wire, 23" in
diameter. You may move the brooder from place to place using the red built in handle.
The heat source is a n infrared bulb which is hung over the chicks, and the height
is adjustable to be as close to the bird as you need. The total height of the brooder is
32 1/2". We also include a feeder and drinker.

.
Perhaps you want an animal to be released at a certain time, after you leave for work for
example. Just set the time and it will open. You can close it at your convenience or set a time
for it to close automatically.
#2100
#2101
#2102
#2103
#2104
#2105
#2106

Doorkeeper
Doorkeeper with light sensor
Doorkeeper Timer
9” x 13” Door
12” x 15” Door
13” x 20” Door
Outside Light Sensor

$189.95
$199.95
$89.95
$28.95
$32.95
$44.95
$22.95

#2306 Nanny Brooder

$159.95

(All Prices Are Subject To Change)

www.FOYSPETSUPPLIES.com
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Build Your Own Small-Scale

Chicken Plucker

B

Ray Kreuziger
Wisconsin

utchering chickens is not a
pleasant task, as anyone who
has tried it can tell you. And
plucking the birds is a time consuming
chore. So before butchering season
this fall, we decided it was time to get
a mechanical feather plucker. After
looking around for an inexpensive
unit and trying to decide which of the
different designs would work best, we
decided to make our own. This is what
we came up with.

Materials List
1 electric fan motor single speed (1,550
rpm and matching metal fan)
1—2" x 8" x 18" board
1—3/4" x 3/4" x 4" wood
1—1/4" plywood 6" x 6"
1—1/4" plywood 6" x 7"
1—7-1/2" x 12" carpet
1—2" PVC outside cap
15 rubber plucking fingers
1 electric switch box
1 light switch
1 light switch cover
1—4' electric cord with male end
attached
2 wire nuts
1—1/2" threaded rod 2" long
2—1/2" nuts
14—1" deck screws
12—1/2" staples

We salvaged all of our materials from
our we-might-need-this-someday pile
of treasures, with the exception of the
rubber plucking fingers.
The idea was a simple one: mount the
motor to a solid surface and spin some
rubber fingers in a circle to remove the
feathers. It seems a lot of manufacturers
want well over $100 for their versions
of a feather plucker. This one cost $9.95
plus tax for the rubber fingers.
Assembling the unit:
1. We laid the 2 x 8 board down and
attached the carpet with 1/2" staples.
This will help reduce the vibration from
the fan motor.
2. The two 1/4" plywood pieces were
cut to hold the motor and a 1-1/2" hole
was drilled in the 6 x 6 piece. The four
October/November, 2010

motor mounting bolt holes were also
drilled at this time. Next the plywood
was attached to the side of the 2 x 8, and
we mounted the motor.
3. The 6 x 7 piece was cut at a 45 degree
angle to serve as a gusset, and attached to
the 2 x 8. The 3/4 x 3/4 piece was used to
secure the two plywood pieces together.
4. The electrical box was mounted to
the top of the 2 x 8 opposite the motor,
and the motor, plug-in cord, and switch
were wired together.
5. Fifteen 23/64" holes were drilled
around the outside of the 2" PVC cap.
We placed two rubber fingers side by

side, then a space and one finger in the
center. This pattern was evenly spaced
all the way around, and the fingers pulled
through each hole from the inside out.
6. A 1/2" hole was drilled in the end
of the PVC cap, so it could be secured to
the motor shaft.
7. The fan-to-motor mounting collar was
cut off the fan blades, and the 1/2" threaded
rod welded to one end of the collar.
8. The collar was mounted to the motor and the PVC cap fastened to the end
with two 1/2" nuts.
This project took less time to assemble than it took to gather the materials!
This is only one example of a lowcost chicken plucker. With a little imagination you can build one, too.
Reprinted from Countryside & Small
Stock Journal, Jan./Feb., 2006 (www.
countrysidemag.com).

This small-scale chicken plucker can be made for about $10, using recycled
materials.

On butchering day the
plucker was put to the test
(left) and came through with
flying colors.

Don’t want to build your own plucker? See sidebar on
page 64 for processing equipment and suppliers.
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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Pick Your
Plucker
Harvey Ussery

I

f you slaughter a lot of birds, a mechanical plucker can speed the work
considerably. Most models feature the
same stiff rubber “fingers” (available
from suppliers of poultry accessories)
inset into a rotating plate or drum, which
“slap” the feathers off the scalded bird.
The simplest homemade versions
feature a small rotating head with the
“fingers” inset, mounted on the shaft of
a castoff electric motor or a shop drill. A
good example is shown on page 63.
A good example of a purchased plucker
for home use is my Pickwick HOM-PIK D,
shown on page 59, which plucks one handheld bird at a time.
You might prefer a tub style plucker
if you frequently process large batches of
birds: Just drop in four or more scalded
birds, switch on the motor, and in a few
seconds put the plucked carcasses on the
worktable.

For serious do-it-yourselfers, Herrick
Kimball sells Anyone Can Build a TubStyle Mechanical Chicken Plucker, detailed plans for his “Whizbang” plucker
($15) at http://www.whizbangbooks.
com. My friend Mike Rininger built a
Whizbang, a project shared with readers
in two articles in the June/July, 2008 issue (now available at http://themodernhomestead.us/article/Whizbang+Plucker.
html and http://themodernhomestead.us/
article/Building+Plucker.html.) See ad
on page 41.
If you want to buy a tub style plucker,
the best among the more affordable options is David Schafer’s Featherman
Pro (http://featherman.net/pluckers.
html#pro). At close to $1,000, it is a
significant investment; but my correspondents in the American Pastured
Poultry Producers Association (www.
apppa.org) who use Featherman pluckers

The Featherman Pro in use. (Photo
courtesy of http://featherman.net)

report that it is an effective and durable
unit, even with heavy use to serve their
broiler markets.
Should you join the growing ranks of
small farmers serving local markets, you
might want to step up to a top-of-the-line
stainless steel plucker. Eli Reiff of Mifflinburg, Pennsylvania, sells a series of pluckers (and scalders) he designed to fit the
needs of pastured poultry producers. See
his Poultryman pluckers ($1260 to $3255)
at http://chickenpickers.com/page10.html;
or call Eli at 570-966-0769.

One of Eli Reiff’s Poultryman pluckers in
action. (Photo by Harvey Ussery)

Mike Rininger’s homemade Whizbang
plucker. (Photo by Harvey Ussery)

David Schafer’s Featherman Pro plucker,
featuring a high-density molded plastic
tub, 1 hp motor, water spray ring, and
feather chute. (Photo courtesy of http://
featherman.net)

Processing Equipment
Advertisers
Compassionate Poultry Farmers
(page 55); 727-388-9456; e-mail:
babychicks4sale@aol.com
EZ Plucker (page 65);
www.ezpluckers.com; 818-813-8989
PO Box 211011,
Columbus, OH 43221
Easy Pluck (page 47);
www.pluckwitheasypluck.com
877-577-2279
Featherman Equipment (page 10);
www.featherman.net; 660-684-6035
PO Box 62, Jamesport, MO 64648
Schweiss Welding (page 12);
www.schweisswelding.com
660-684-6035
PO Box 477, Fairfax, MN 55332
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Only

$

$

Made in USA

Dress

Stainless steel

2 chickens in 14 sec !!

50

*COUPONS*

9022 Cotter St Lewis Center , OH 43035

off ( Plucker)

Backyard Poultry Reader only
EXPIRES 11/28/2010
Exclude EZ-98 / 131 NM
More info please contact us .

Capacity 1 up to 10 birds * depending on model *

Funnels or Killing cones
5 different sizes available
Price start at *

$18

& up

Transport Crate

Price start at *$33
* Plus Shipping

Plucker Fingers
Pack of 25
Pack of 50
Pack of 100
Pack of 125

only $15*
only $28*
only $50*
only $ 62 *

We ship worldwide !!

Backyard Chicken Coop Price starting * $185 & up

Gifts of a
Flock

Sally’s chickens have given her much more than eggs. They
enriched her transition to a new lifestyle.

W

sally Myers
euGene, OreGOn

hen I let the girls out now, she is slow to join her
flock. She hasn’t roosted on the perch for a week. She
seems to be bound up, but it is below freezing and a
warm water bath does not seem a reasonable option for the
old hen. The water would freeze on her, the trauma would kill
her. I give her a soft apple with ground flax on it to help her
digestive system. She happily nibbles on it and drinks long out
of the warm water provided.
They came to me, those chicken girls and their rooster; they
crawled under my new horse fence looking for food. These were
the survivors, from the farmer next door, who regularly shot one
for dinner. I blinked. Just a fact. He sold his farm and moved to
Panama, and somewhere during that transition, the humans nene
glected to feed the animals. It was May and I had just made my
long awaited move to the country. Welcome to life on the farm.
My son Eric was my chicken mentor. He had city chickens
and knew all the maintenance basics. Get the layer pellets and
cracked corn for scratch, keep straw in the nesting boxes, keep
the water clean and that’s it. Easy! That was the advice I gave
my new next door neighbors, who knew nothing about chickens
either, but still had a few of the original flock left.
There were five Americaunas, five black Australorp hens
and their one strikingly beautiful black rooster. They became
an important source of pleasure for me, newly a farm girl, as
I observed their behaviors with each other, with my barn cats
and my big horse and mammoth donkey.
I gave them nothing but the best, including organic feed,
and allowed them to free range the five acres. They particularly
enjoyed scratching new fresh piles of horse manure and kept
the large pile spread out nicely. It became great organic mate66

rial for my veggie garden. Sometimes while outside I would
hear them clucking in the stalls, eating up any leftover grains
of oats. Up by the house, the sunniest, warmest, south facing
wall became a line of dust holes where the girls took their baths
whenever the urge struck.
Chickens have gaits. Yes, they mosey at the walk, they sprint
with heads outstretched, and they lopsidedly canter, shifting weight
from one side to the other. Governor, the mammoth donkey, could
make those girls move out when he walked toward them with his
three foot head, ear tip to lips tip, low to the ground.
Their antics, as well as their delectable deep orange yolked
eggs, had me continually delighted. Eggs to keep, eggs to sell,
eggs to give away, what a bounty they laid! Summer ended and
fall and winter followed naturally. They spent more time in the
coop and laid only a few eggs. I carried buckets of hot water out
when the freeze hit. One black hen was dead. This was a sudden
death, but, after all, life and death happen on the farm.
One morning, the next spring, I heard a big ruckus. The new
neighbors had gotten a rooster, a young guy who sat high on the
pile of railroad ties practicing his crowing. Our roosters crowed
and one-upped each other, but mine had the bass voice of age
and experience. He was regal, nonaggressive toward humans and
special. There were niggling ‘oh no’ thoughts deep in my head.
My venture out to see what was up yielded a macabre scene.
Apparently the roosters had met on my side of the fence and had
fought each other to the death. All I saw were beautiful black feathfeath
ers. The neighbors’ rooster went home and died. Sadly, I looked for
my rooster’s body. The next day I found a few entrails. Had he fed
a raccoon, an opossum or a fox? I’m certain he did. Life.
Life all around me. The osprey couple were nesting and
feeding young high on a phone pole at the farm next door. A
bald eagle raced toward one of them flying only fifteen feet
above the ground. It will not be mealtime this fly by.
One of my girls, an almost pure white Americauna, was my
favorite chicken. She would race around the corner of the coop
when she heard me at the gate. Always first to the food scraps,
she looked up to see if I had that extra container with me, and
just waited. Smart girl! She was also a rebel, and often left the
flock to wander by herself.
One day, with my donkey in hand, I watched in awe as a red
tail hawk dove in and grabbed my girl with her talons. As I ran
toward the scene, fast as I could run pulling a donkey, the hawk
flew off, leaving her traumatized yet alive. She carried her scars
proudly. The feathers never did grow back so there were two dark
long spots on her striking white body on either side of her spine.
It is now my second winter on the farm. Two weeks ago, at
the beginning of our cold snap, I went out to feed. Almost simulsimul

A favorite place for the hens to dustbathe; the sunny, south
facing wall of the house.
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taneously, as I counted chickens and watched for the racing Miss
Whitey, she was conspicuously absent. My heart sank. There in
the coop, with her head under the nesting box, she lay dead.
For more than a year and a half, these chickens have given
me much more than eggs. They have helped me transition to
a new lifestyle, helped me learn to raise the young, taught me
about survival, how to care for the sick and yes, about death. I
have had to make decisions. Should I keep that old black girl
who hasn’t laid a single egg since I’ve been here? Maybe she’d
make a good stew. How do you identify an old chicken? Their
feet get more color, their combs lose color. Their color kind of
drops. Yes, she’s definitely old, but forget the stew.
Yesterday she slowly made her way to the south side of the
house to join her black sisters. Stepping slowly, sitting down
taking a rest, moving forward toward her goal, she spent the
day rooting in the dirt and leaves. She is the matriarch of my
flock. Her sisters cluck around her, wait for her.
It has been below freezing for a week. This morning I see
she is sitting in the nesting box. Her eyes don’t look bright and
wide open. She has frost on her feathers.
Leave her? Letting her freeze doesn’t sit well with me. She

has been a productive member and the leader of her flock. I grab a
blanket and wrap her in it, walk into the barn and stand, warming
her against me, rocking. The tears flow. As her breathing becomes
more labored, her eyes close, we stand there. The horse and donkey
look on waiting to be let out of their stalls, breakfast over.
I find a chair, sit down and await the end. Her movements
are minimal, so I go let the boys out. I open the barn door and
the horse’s stall door, holding old mama chicken in one arm.
Buddha horse walks on out. I open the Governor’s stall door.
He stays put and looks at my bundle. So very slowly he
moves his big head toward me, ears forward, eyes soft. With
the sensitive hairs on his lips and chin he touches the blanket
and sniffs. His head stays there, moving barely inches left to
right, at once looking at me and the chicken bundle.
A minute passes and so does she.
Govie slowly moves out of his stall and into the sunny pasture. As I open the gate for the chickens, the three black girls
come straight to the barn door, look in briefly, then turn and
amble forward toward the sunny, warm side of the house.

Have You Hugged Your CHICKEN Today?
Front:

Tell the world how you really feel...with a High-Quality,
Fruit of the Loom® Backyard Poultry T-shirt.

Back:

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
Available in red or navy blue, and two styles.

Backyard Poultry T-Shirt Order Form

All T-shirts are $14.00 each and available in red or navy blue. Please specify size(s) and color(s).
Youth size 14-16
Adult size medium
Adult size large
Adult size XL
Adult size 2XL
Adult size 3XL
Women’s cut size medium
Women’s cut size large
Women’s cut size XL
Women’s cut size 2XL

Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________
Color_________

Only $14 each
Mail to:

Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity
Quantity

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Order total $_________________
Shipping &
3.50
handling $_________________

Subtotal $_________________

WI residents add
5.5% sales tax $_______________
Total enclosed $_______________

Name: ___________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
City:__________________________State:____________Zip:________________
m Check Enclosed

m Charge my credit card:

Visa/MC/AmEx/Disc No.:_______________________Exp.:______
Signature:_________________________ Phone:______________

Backyard Poultry, 145 Industrial Drive, Medford, WI 54451
or call Toll-Free: 800-551-5691 or Fax: 715-785-7414

www.backyardpoultrymag.com
October/November, 2010
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Why did the chicken cross the road?

Because Peter carried it!
andree hille
new Jersey

W

hat would you do if you saw a
group of bullies trying to hurt an
innocent chicken? Would you
try to help the chicken or would you turn
your back? For one brave student, it was
an easy decision.
Peter Berlenbach was walking home
from school on a fall day. He couldn’t
believe his eyes when he saw a group
of cowardly teenagers trying to shoot
a chicken with a BB gun. Without any
thought for his own safety, Peter quickly
jumped in and demanded that the bullies
stop torturing the chicken. Luckily, the
bullies decided to listen to Peter and
walked away. Peter picked up the chicken
and brought him home. Peter’s parents

68

Peter Berlenbach with the incubator his
grandmother donated to the classroom.

graciously accepted Peter’s choice to
keep him as a family pet.
Peter became very fond of the chicken
and felt like he was responsible for the
chicken’s life. He purchased several
books to help him understand how he

could properly take care of him. Peter
started researching and reading all about
chickens and sharing his newly acquired
knowledge with our class. Peter taught us
all about the different types of chickens,
what they ate, how to care for them, how
tasty the fresh eggs were…
Franker, as he became known, was
actually a girl, as Peter found out when
she started laying eggs. We started discussing chicken eggs and hatching chickens. Next thing you know, a plan was in
the works to hatch our own eggs!
Since Franker was a girl, eggs
weren’t the problem, but we needed
a rooster. During spring break Peter
went up to visit his grandmother who
lives on a farm in Vermont and is very
knowledgeable about farm animals. She
taught Peter many things about chickens
and even bought an incubator for us to
use to hatch our own eggs! With Granny
Berlenbach’s help Peter collected 20
fertilized eggs from several different
types of chickens to bring back to New
Jersey.
With the permission of three teachers,
Peter brought the incubator and eggs to
school. The whole class was thrilled and
the incubator became the focus of the
class’ daily routine. Each morning, the
students could not wait to arrive at school
to peek into the incubator to see what was
going on. After patiently waiting for 21
days…nothing happened. Upon arrival
on day 22, we had chick #1! Then by
9:15, as a whole class, we were lucky
enough to watch Chick # 2 peck out of its
shell and emerge into this world. A new
life was born before our eyes. A few hours
later we also had the privilege to witness
the hatching of chickie # 3. It truly was a
fascinating experience.
Life is full of wonderful surprises and
lessons. If Peter didn’t save “Franker”
from the bullies, perhaps he would have
never developed an interest in chickens.
However, his heroism, his parent’s support, and his granny’s generous donation
of the incubator and eggs led to a greater
good for all of us at Dr. Gerald H Woehr
Elementary School. Students and faculty
members bonded with the common interest of watching the birth of the chickens.
Our classrooms were filled with excitement and intrigue.
Not every lesson comes from a book.
To think that none of this may have happened if Peter and Franker hadn’t met on
that fateful day!
Backyard Poultry

Happy Hen Treats
Premium Treats for Chickens
Featured Retailers

EggCartons.com
eggcartons.com
888-852-5340
Fleming Outdoors
flemingoutdoors.com
800-624-4493
GQF Manufacturing
gqfmfg.com
912-236-0651
Jeffers Livestock
jefferslivestock.com
800-533-3377
Metzer Farms
metzerfarms.com
800-424-7755
Meyer Hatchery
meyerhatchery.com
888-568-9755
Murray McMurray
mcmurrayhatchery.com
800-456-3280
Randall Burkey Company
randallburkey.com
800-531-1097

For a complete list
of retailers please
visit us online at:

happyhentreats.com

Mealworm Frenzy
These great tasting
worms are the perfect
treat for your chickens

Sunflower Sensation
our flock will love this
delicious blend of
sunflower seeds,
peanuts, rasins & more

www.happyhentreats.com

Treat Ball
Fill with cabbage or fresh
greens for a tasty and
playful treat

Minute Mystery

Youth:

Hello, Poultry Pals!
As we gather the last of the harvest before hunkering down for winter, I
can’t wait to read the entries in the writing contest! Whether your adventure
has me trekking across Alaska, sightseeing in New York or catching a bus to
sunny Florida, I look forward to reading each and every entry that comes to
the coop. Be sure to have your masterpiece in the mail by October 15 because
the winners will be announced in the December/January issue. There are two
age groups this year and double the prizes. So hatch that egg-citing story and
send it in—my tail feathers are tingling in anticipation!
Keep your comb clean, Gertrude McCluck, C.I.C.

Talkin’ Turkey

Find these turkey words:
beard
caruncle
gizzard
gobbler
hen

poult
snood
tom
turkey
wattle

black
bronze
red
slate
white
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After you have circled all the turkey words, start at the upper left side of the
puzzle and copy the leftover letters into the blanks below from left to right.
If you’ve done it correctly, it will answer this question: Why did the turkey
cross the road?
Because _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!
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“Where is
Eggatha?”
The whole coop
had its hackles
raised searching for the
missing BB Red bantam. While prone to
an occasional walk-about, Eggatha had
stayed close to home since the coyote
incident.
The November sun would soon be swallowed up by the chilly night sky. From
the back of the barn I heard a squeak.
“Oh, that’s just a mouse,” said Mildred,
a busy-body Brahma I put up with. “They
have a regular penthouse built in those
feedsacks.”
I slid out my trusty spyglass to look
closer at an ashy gray feather balanced on
the tine of a pitch fork. Waddling closer I
asked, “Eggatha, are you in there?”
After a long pause and some shuffling
the little hen whispered, “Go away. I
don’t want anyone to find me. Especially
not the humans!”
“But Eggatha, you love when the child
holds you and polishes your feathers.”
A light horn colored beak poked out.
“Those days are over, I’m afraid,” she
sobbed. “I never thought it’d come to
this. Oh, woe is me…”
“Come out here and tell me what’s going
on.” I asked Mildred to fetch some scratch
so I could talk with Eggatha alone.
The BB Red hen plodded forward as
if she weighed five pounds instead of 22
ounces. “I don’t know what I’m going
to do, Gertrude. You Buff Orpingtons
continue to lay eggs and I stopped over
a month ago. The farmer wants hens that
produce,” her red eyes stared into mine.
“Thanksgiving is coming and I don’t
want to be on the menu.” The tears spilled
over and I put my wing around her.
“Eggatha, you silly goose. The farmer
wouldn’t want you for a meal; you
wouldn’t be worth the plucking.”
Eggatha stuck her chest out and pulled
her head back.
“What I’m trying to say is, don’t worry
about your egg production. Enjoy a
wonderful winter in the coop, go to fun
poultry shows and I promise your egg,
er...’nonconformity’ will be resolved
next spring.”
What did Gertrude know about egg
laying that Eggatha didn’t?

Answer on next page.
Backyard Poultry

2nd Annual Gertrude McCluck,
Chicken In Charge Writing Contest!
Two age groups (7-10, 11-14) with even more prizes!
To enter:
• Write an original story that includes Gertrude McCluck. Type the story using 500
words or less. Send story in e-mail or postal mail by October 15th. Include your
name, age, address, phone number and e-mail (if you have one) with the story (not
just on the envelope or in the e-mail). Optional: send photo of author and a poultry
pet (labeled with names) for possible inclusion with story if published.
• Prizes Awarded in each age group!
• Winning entries published in an issue of Backyard Poultry and on Gertrude’s
website. See list of prizes and complete rules on p. 6 of the Aug/Sept issue of BP or
on www.gertrudemccluck.net.
Send entry (postmarked by October 15th, 2010) to:
Gertrude McCluck Adventure
15154 W 231st St.
Spring Hill, KS 66083
Or e-mail: Cyndi@gertrudemccluck.net
Take Gertrude McCluck on an adventure (and win some cool stuff)!

Baack Talk
siht si is
tahthis
W
What
nekcihC
chicken
?gnignis
singing?

1. WRITE your caption idea on a piece of paper.
2. MAIL it along with your name and address to Baack Talk,
15154 W 231st St., Spring Hill, KS 66083 OR e-mail suggestion to
Cyndi@GertrudeMcCluck.net before Oct. 20. Selection for publication in a
future issue will be at the discretion of Backyard Poultry. Your chances of
your response being used improve if it is received by Oct. 20. Name, town
and state will be printed with response unless otherwise requested.

A few favorites from Aug./Sept.

• “A nice day at the beach and all she does is
nag, nag, nag!”—Charleen Smith, Laurel, Missouri
• “I thought only roosters were hen pecked
husbands?”—Katharine Raiche, Enosburg Falls, Vermont
• “This is ‘Happily Ever After’?”—Karen Liwoch,
Round Lake Heights, Illinois

• “Yes dear, your mother can go swimming
with us.”—Donald Stambaugh, Prestonsburg, Kentucky
• “She’s always nagging me to clean the nest.”—Daniel Beller, Lutz, Florida
• “Will you get off my baaack!?!”—Savannah Shannon, Fordland, Missouri
• “She’s paying the medical bills for the hearing aid.”—Isabel Crane, Warren, Maine
October/November, 2010

Jokes…Get the Yolk?
Q. What do you call a
chicken that haunts a house?
A. A poultry-geist!
Q. Why did the hen stop
laying eggs?
A. She was tired of working
for chicken feed!
Q. What happens when
you cross a chicken with a
millipede?
A. Drumsticks for everyone!

Fun Facts:

• Israel has the top consumption of
turkey in the world. Each person
consumes 34.6 pounds each year
compared to 16.1 pounds in the
United States.
(Source—National Geographic)

Answer Key
Minute Mystery
Shorter daylight equals less
eggs for chickens without
electricity. It takes 12-14
hours of light for a chicken to
produce an egg. Even with
enough light, BB Red hens are
one of many breeds that stop
laying in the winter months
due to seasonal changes in
light and temperature. With
this knowledge, Eggatha
returned to the roosting bar,
nestling between two birds
under the heat lamp for a cozy
night.
Talkin‘ Turkey
Because the chicken needed
a day off!
Gertrude McCluck, Chicken
in Charge is assisted by chicken
wrangler Cyndi Gernhart. Find
out more about Gertrude and
her book series for children
and other fun activities at:
www.GertrudeMcCluck.net
www.backyardpoultrymag.com
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